NOW-A Nun-Stick Slide. Remember
how you used to stick on playground
slides because they would rust? One
manufacturer builds the slide out of
US8 Stainless Steel, and it stays
bright and shiny in any kind of
weather

On TOP Of The World.

Boeings 707 Jetliner looks down on the mountain tops as it
flies far above the clouds. USS steels are widely used in this proud new airplane-in
control cables, engines, landing gears and countless other places.

E
This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel
For further information

on

anv product mentioned in thi5 advertisement, wrife United States Steel, 525 William Perm Plar-e, Pif^burgh 30,

AMERICAN BRIDGE AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE .COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL CONSOLIDATED WESTERN
OIL WELLSUPPLY TENNESSEE COAL & IRON UNITEDSTATES STEEL PRODUCTS UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY Wvkim
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC
UNION SUPPLY COMPANY UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY

-

SEE The United States Steel Hour. It's a full-hour TV

-

.

S CEMENT COMPA

Left to right: Main Research Building, Service Building, Manufacturing Development

Building (behind water tower), Engineering Building, Styling Building and Styling
Auditorium Dome facing 22-acre lake, focal point of CM Technical Center.
0

0

The young engneer's opportunities

with General Motors
AGO-after nearly 11years in the
planning and construction -General Motors
officially opened its vast new Technical Center on
the outskirts of Detroit.

A

FEW MONTHS

Here, on 330 acres of beautifully landscaped
campus, stand twenty-five superb air-conditioned
buildings, replete with all the new wonder instruments of modern science and engineering.
It is the world's largest institution devoted to the
industrial arts and sciences. It houses more than
four thousand engineers, scientists, stylists and technicians delving into the unknown in search of new
materials, new forces, new techniques.

is a monumental symbol of the importance that GM
attaches to engineering and research.
It is a living affirmation of GM's faith in the future
that modern technology will create.

It i s a multimillion-dollar investment in what
General Motors President Harlow H. Curtice has
termed "the inquiring mind."
A n d above all-if you are a senior engineering
student who can measure up to the challenge- it is
further proof that you will find at all General
Motors divisions a creative climate for building a
rewarding career in your chosen profession.

Its huge resources and research facilities are at the
beck and call of GM engineers in any of GM's 126
plants in 68 American cities.

GM Positions Now Available in These Fields

Between the engineers at the Center, and those with
any of G M s 34 decentralized manufacturing divisions, there exists a two-way flow of stimulating
ideas and mutual assistance.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

F a r young engineers now faced with the problem
of building their careers, this new Technical Center

-in GM Divisions throughout the country
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

Personnel Stdff, Detioit 2, Michigan

OCTOBER, 1956
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In which of these
3 activities does YOUR
FUTURE fie?

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.

Projects of the engineers and scientists in this area at Hughes
encompass practically every known field of electronics-and
often border on the unknown.It is this team which is responsible
for the Falcon air-to-air guided missile and the Automatic
Armament Control System. Some of the projects include Microwave Tubes and Antennas, Digital and Analog Computers,
Ground and Airborne Radar systems, long-range highly
miniaturized conimunications equipment, and missile systems.

t
I

I

I

1
1
1
1
I

I

I

FIELD SERVICE AND SUPPORT.

Engineers in the Field Service and Support activity are responsible
for the maximum field perfortnance of Hughes-produced
military equipment. Theirs is essentially liaison work with the
company, airframe manufacturers, and the armed forces. Their
recommendations are often the basis for important modifications.
Openings exist for Engineers assigned to airhaws ?lid airframe
manufacturers, Engineering% riters, Laboratory and Classroom
Instructors, and Equipment Modification Engineers.

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION.

In this area at Hughes technical experts are responsible for the
development of production techniques for the manufacture
of advanced electronic equipment from the Research and
Development Laboratories. Some of the open areas include
Engineers for Test Equipment Design; Quality Control; and
Manufacturing Processes for semiconductors, automatic
controls and miniaturized electronic systems.

You will find Hughes to be unsurpassed
as a firm in which to begin a successful

career. Last year, in fact, 327 June and
February graduates joined the Hughes
staff. Since then they have been working directly with the nation's finest
scientists and engineers.

Hughes is the West's leading center
for advanced electronics. The corn~211~'s
interest in electronics spans both
the military and commercial fields.
Whether you choo~cResearch and Dcvelopment, Field Service and Support,
i r Manufacturing a i d Production, you

will be rewarded with a top salary, a
challenging future, and the ideal climate of Southern California.

,

interested the ona-ta,tge oworat ~ i , ~ / ~ ~ your
, ~ ~college
n t ~ c t
or university placement office or mail a resume
t o us today.
~yo,f

tÃ£Ã£il;(a r k l d e

I

I
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of electrical insdation is
to offer resistance to the flow of electricity and thus to confine electrical
potential to the conductor material
throughout its length. An ideal insulating
material would have infinite insulation
resistance and voltage breakdown, a specific inductive capacity of 1 and zero
power factor. In addition it would be
flexible, physically strong and unaffected
by abrading, cutting and impact forces,
oxygen, ozone, acids, alkalies and water
throughout a temperature range from
minus 80 C . to the maximum operating
temperature of copper, A conductor insulated with a thin wall of such a material
wot~ldoccupy minimum space and would
operate indefinitely even at high voltages
in the presence of any or all of the above
destructive materials with no energy loss
within the insulation. All available insulating materails fail to comply with the
above ideal in practically every respect.
HE PURPOSE

therefore be protecte
sheath such as lead
locations.

The insulations made from materials
appearing in the first group fall into two
general classes depending on whether or
not they are vulcanized after application
to the cond~lctor,namely, ( 1)thermosetting insulations, those which are vulcanized and, ( 2 ) thermoplastic, those that
are not vulcanized. Thermosetting insulations are those made from natural rubber, GR-S, butyl and silicone synthetic
Ins~11:~ti~~ns
for use on electrical wires
rubbers. Such insulations are applied to
and cables which are subject to bending
the conductor in a soft plastic condition
during manufact~~re,
irlstallation or use
and attain their ultimate physical propermust have adeqliate flexibility. Flexible
ties as a result of a heat treatment (vulirisulations for such uses are of two general
canization) during which the sulfur or
classes, depericlirlg chiefly on the extent
vulcanizing agents combine with the rubthat they absorb or are affected by
ber. Thermoplastic insulations become
moisture. In one group are included the
plastic enough for application to the conllomogerieo~~s
rubber and rubber-like irisulatior~s,made from natural r ~ ~ b l ~
ore r ductor simply by raising their temperature. They acquire their toughness again
the synthetic rubbers, GR-S, b~ttyland
on coosing. From this it follows that thersilicone ancl thermoplastic insulatior~ssuch
ins~~lations
are less subject to
mosetting
as polyvinyl cl~loride comp(11111ds and
softening
at
elevated
temperatures than
polyethylene. Most of these are highly

tion at higher voltages wIxlre ozolle is
produced in quantity, resistance to ozone
Natural rubber, including LaytexmY
in the insulation must be provided.
GR-S synthetic rubber a11d thermoplastic
Acceptable ozone resistance in rubber
ins~~latior~s
are available in two classes,
and GR-s synthetic rubber insulatioi~sis
depellding on whetIler they are designed
provided by i n c o r ~ o r a t hin them relafor use in dry or wet locations. Standard
tively
high Percentages of an inert he miinsulations, Type R and Laytex Type RU
~ ~ as
c
a
1
1
~s a t u r a t e d C Q ~ P O Usuch
(made from rubber) and Type T (made
vulcanized
vegetable
oil.
These
are
the
sofrom t ~ l e r l ~ ~ ~ j l ~) l are
a s t ifor
c use ill dry
called oil base compounds. Compounds
]~catioIlsw13iIe moisture-r~sistaIltillSuIamade from butyl rubber are inherently
RW, RUW, aIld TW are for
tions T~~~~~
ozone resistant. Oil base and butyI cornuse ill wet ]ocatior~s.There are Inany illpounds
are suitable for operation at a
stallations,l~articularlyin buiIdings>where
maximum
voltage of about 28 Kv,
the less costly standard compounds give
gro~ndedneutral~
when properly shielded.
entirely satisfactory service.
Varnished cambric insulated ca1)les are
Natural rubber and GR-s synthetic rubgenerdly
used in the same voltage range
her insuIations are also
in two
as
ozone
resistant rubber? that is, at a
classes depending on the operating temmaximum of 28 KV, grounded neutral,
perature for which they are designed?
and at a ~ n a x i ~ n conductor
u~r~
temperature
Type and Rw for 60 c,opera85
C.
For
use
in
wet
locations
varnisl~ed
of
tion and Type RH and RUH for 75 C.
cambric
cables
111ust
be
covered
with a
operation. Conductors insulated with RH
lead
sheath,
insulation carry more current?that is, use

thermoplastic insulations.

the conductor more efficiently than those
insulated with Type R insulation. There
is also available a combination insulation
capable of operating at 60 C. in wet locations and 75 C. in dry locations. Butyl
rubber insulation is suitable for operation
at 85 C. and silicone rubber for even
higher temperatures.
The thermoplastic insulations described
above are limited to 600 volts for general
power distribution. The rubber and rubber-like ins~llationsare limited to a maximum operating voltage of 5000. For opera-

Impregnated paper-insulated, leadcovered cables are suitable for operation
at voltages up to 69 KV at a maximum
temperature of 85 C. Gas or oil filled
paper insulated cables are suitable for
higher voltage services at somewhat reduced temperatures.
Insulation thicknesses for a11 insulations
depend on the rated voltage, the conductor size and type of insulation. Minimum insulation resistance and test
voltages have been established ior a11
classificatioru.

Far reprints of these pages write to address below.
lectrical Wire & Cable Department
Rockefeller Center

N e w York 20, N. Y

LETTERS
A $'New Hypothesis'' on Science and Religion.

S a n lose. ( X i / ,
Sir:

vor~tentior~alreligion's corlr-epts of
Y T ' h e Relatior1 of Scier~cearid
.'(;oda' and "Man." Yo11 rnay wish
Religion+' (E&S -./urw. I95ti).
to rush back to them a9 the lesser of
Richard l?eyn~nar~clefir~es his ver3two evils, hut at least admit that
tral question as "the problem of
they w e ~1nsatisfyir1.gin their present
rr~airitaining the real value of reIortn. and he willing to open your
ligion. aq a qcwrce of strength and
mind to ar~otherhypothesis.
courage. while. at the same time.
Dr. Feyr~rnariprovided 115 with at1
twt requiring a11 ah50lute faith in the
excellet~t poinl of d e p a r t u r ~ . FIt,
metaphysical aspects of religion." I
%aid: '*Yet again. there are tht,
rannot qualify as one of the expert%
atoms of which all appears t~ he
rcqilested hy J)r. Feynrnar~ for his
cor~structed. following itnrn~~tat)lp
panel, h11t t ask to be heard a5 one
laws." Every day c o ~ ~ n t l eexper;~s
rner~tsreconfirm the fact that phy5of the hypothetical young men who
ha^ t~ecn expowd to tioth converiival matter behaves irt a c c o r d a r ~ ~ e
with impartial rules or law^, and
tio11a1 religion arid tcl sciet~ce, and
I V ~ C I is theret~y persor~ally corifror~tthat arly apparent departure from
PCI hy thi= ver! prohlern.
these laws is actually a measure of
rmr lark of ~ ~ t ~ d e r s t a r ~ dofi r ~the
g
D r . F~ynmar1.s i>hoice of the word
laws. Scier~cedoe5 {lot make up the
'-irta(leq~~ate~.
for cor~~eritior~al
relaws: it cart ortly attempt to gain 3
Iigior~ is very apropoc, and anyone
with a qeri~e of proporliort rrt~tst !letter tlriderstartdir~g of the laws
agree that t h i ~v a ~ t~lniverse co111d
which a1 ready mist.
For example. qrience books have
long maintained that *'matter var~t~ot
he created or dectroyed -- only
changed
i r ~form.'. and this ironclad
o t ~ ewith :I certce of juqtive m w t he
cliwatiqfiecl with cor~ven~ii~nal
rp'-la\+'' ha9 been used to define the
of energy. Einstein and
1igior1.c explar~atiort of the ~ u f f e r i t ~ ~i ot~qervatior~
atrlrr~icenergy have now shown the
specially in little childrert 1 whir11
( a n t ~ eo t ) ~ e r $ e C~I i~ I all sideq. How
law to he at1 illustration of rnarl'q
I t lilrr~sO I I ~
lack of l~t~cIerqtar~(ling.
that both matter and erwrgv are
rr11.reIy clifferent forms of the sarnv
LLq~~t~star~ce...
and that orle can he
r reated frort~ t h ~destructior~ of the
other. ~ ~ O N ~ Pthe
I I - principle
r.
of corlqervatior~ still applies. for the 11t.t
total '*wk~ctartce" or "forw" rerr~ait~scot~statit. ever1 tho11gh its
forrrl is vhanped frorr~pt~ysical rrtatter to energy. clr vice verqa. I t 1 a
It i q ~1o6-ihlethat an expert ori
rriorner~t we will attempt an extracor~vet~tic)r~al
religiott car1 recotlcile
poIatio11 of this knowledge.
these problems tn his own and some
1,et 11s first take full cognizanre
ot1lersh catiqfactior~.and I hope that
of nur limitatiot~~,
typified 1)y thi3
thic panel will ha\p the opportur&y
not too imaginary ronver9atior1:
to hear ~ u c ha prr~et~tatiort.
For rr!]
l ~ character:
t
"1 wonder how the
11art. 1 ack that vnll (at k a ~ ttern.

1

11rii\ erse

got etarterl?"
2nd character: --There rrwst ha\(,
hver~ a (,od to rreate it---how elce
r~o~iI(1
it get =tarted7"
1st character: -'[ dorl't know."
2nd rharacter: .'Well. i f you dotist
know any other ~=q~lartatior~.
1 rn1~4t
he right..'
TO the finite mir~d. there rrlrtst he
a heginning and an e t ~ d .4~ long a?
fin it^ objects are being d i s r ~ ~ s ~ d ,
the hegir~t~jng
a tld the erid can he
atretched very far apart. and it is
atill po~sihlefor h e finite mirid to
encornpaw them. However. it j11st
sirnpl y ie r ~ o tpossik)le for the finite
mind to co~~prehenc!jt~fir~ity.any
rnnre than it i~ pos~ible fclr the
largest elevtror~ic!>rain to har~dlean
. 11s be h u m b k
infinite n ~ ~ r n h r rLet
enough to arlrnit that. t n a finite.
mortal hurr~ar~heir~g. irtfirlity ( o r
hle.
" ~ k ~ d . ' i~\ Iiterallv ~ ~ r ~ k r ~ o w aAt
rnost. we can only rornprehen(i 011vrvable finite tnanifestatior~s.
With this Iirnitaiion in rnir~d. I
suhrnit the follo~vir~ghypothesiq:
(iocl ic pure s p i r i ~ i ~ aforce.
l
infinite
i n all d i n t e r i ~ i o r ~i~n.c l ~ ~ d i t time.
~g
i c ~mortal
a r d therefore t~rtkr~o$vak~le
rnm. 411 thirtp. ir~rludirtgpt1ysic3I
tnalter, energy, and rrientality are
merely different forms of t h i ~ilt~iversa1 life force. and all forrnq o p ate in avvordarlre w ith urlivercal artd
impartial laws. kar4~ living h11ma~1
h x i y i~ inhahiterl lay arl immortal
11r1itof ~ p i r i t ~ ~forre
a l called a so~tl.
a r ~ dall ~ t l c h~111itqare ~11k1jevt
tu t t ~
Game 1111iversaIl a u ~whir11 apply to
all other forrr~s of t h ~t ~ r l i $ e r s ~ I
force. 'It s11ch time ac a ~ O I I I 1 ~ .
corrIe5 aware of all of these laws- at~(l
leartis to live i r ~harmony with same,
it will literally l ~ e c o ~ n"one
e
witti
God:"
lJet 11s take a deep breath and con.
cider the perqonal implication^ of
CONTINUED O N PAGE 8
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the hypothesis. It i
individual soul if
process of learning th
experience. and that
i q
being currently
through reincarnation
of phyqical bodies. (Bear with m--we will dispose of Rridey IVTnrph~
in a moment.)
I respectfully maintain that this
concept at least disposes of the latter
part of Dr. Feynman'~central problem; it has no arbitrary metaphwical aspects. but throws open the
entire field of observable phenomena to fearching scientific investigation. In fact. this very search
for wisdom is the personal challenge of every human being. beran';e
his increase of wisdom in any OUP
lifetime is the measure of his snill'.'growth in that lifetime.
Back to Bridey Murphy

Before going further, let us p
hack and put Bridey Murphy in perspective. It would be tempting to
enter into a detailed discussion of
Mr. %rev
Bernstein's lack of
knowledge, and his poor experimental techniques. However, for the
sake of brevity, I will gladly concede
that his experiments did not prove
the existence of reincarnation, if
you will in turn concede that his
sloppy handling of the material did
not nece~sarily disprove such existence. Please remember that I am
submitting a hypothesis-not
trying
to prove it.
Assuming that we are all still
keeping an open mind, let us confider some other implication^ of the
hypothesis stated above. We have acciimiilated massive amounts of experirnental evidence of the existence
of a law of cause and effect in the
area of physiral matter, and we have
found that a similar law also operates in the area of energy. Modern
psychiatry has discovered that the
same law (in more subtle forms) is
equally valid in the area of mentality. Our hypothesis implies that
there is a similar parallellism of

e m s

BLEM IN PU

ENGINEERS AT W E S T / N G H O U S E FACE CREATIVE
C H A L L E N G E S L I K E T H I S EVERY DAY

Preparing superpure titanium and other hard-toget metals was a tough problem, but Westinghouse
scientists solved it. Their method, called cagezone refining, uses an unusual method to melt a
bar of metal while the metal acts as its own crucible, preventing contamination by a container.
Westinghouse offers you the opportunity to
work on similar stimulating, challenging projects.
Investigate career opportunities a t Westinghouse,
where the big expansion program means real
chance for growth and progress for Electrical,
Mechanical, Chemical or Industrial Engineers,
Physicists, Mathematicians and Metallurgists.
In this one diversified company, you can do the
kind of work you prefer . . in the field of your
choice-radar, decision devices, automation, electronics or nuclear energy. There's plenty of room
a t Westinghouse to move around-and up!
Million-dollar Educational Center offers a complete training program, and Master's and Ph.D.
degrees can be earned at company cost a t 22
colleges and universities.
Have your placement officer make a date for
you now with the Westinghouse Interviewer,
who will be on campus soon. Meanwhile, write
for Finding Your Place i n Industry, and
Continued Education i n Westinghouse.

.

Write: Mr. S. H. Harrison, Regional Educational
Co-ordinator, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 410 Bush Street, San Francisco 8, Calif.

Westinghouse

Letters
laws throughout the entire scale of
manifestation, from the grossest
physical matter right on up to the
most refined forms of spiritual
force, and further implies that full
understanding of these laws awaits
only the development of adequate
experimental techniques for their
true nature to be determined. Here
is a real frontier for the scientist
with the courage of a pioneer.
Reincarnation

Now!
Golden-brown pancakes
when you cook electrically!
TODAYNOTHING COOKS FASTER than a modern
electric range. From a cold start with a cold pan,
your pancakes are golden-brown in 2 minutes. Hot
soup takes 68 seconds. Bacon and eggs 3% minutes.
Fry, bake, broil or roast-electricity does it better.
THERE'S
M O R E : your kitchen is cooler. And
cleaner. Pots and pans keep that mirror-bright
shine. Kitchen walls look fresh and new much
longer.
AFTER
WARRANTY on your range expires, Edison
services it free - charges only for parts, if needed.
IF YOU'RE STILL COOKING the old way, it's simply
because you haven't seen the new '56 electric ranges
at your appliance dealer's.
VISITHIM and Live Better- Electrically!

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

COMPANY

Pending scientific determination of
these laws, let us consider the probable nature of one of them. From
our well-documented experiments
with physical matter. we are well
aware of the fact that we cannot extract more gasoline from a tank than
we put in at the start. The same
goes for energy in a storage battery. If our hypothesis is valid, a
similar law should apply at the
mental level and the spiritual level.
Although it has never been measured, for lack of parameters, our
own empirical experience has shown
that any creative endeavor must
necessarily be preceded by s o m e
comparable mental effort. And when
we consider the spiritual level. we
find that a very wise man has already stated the exact law for us:
". . . whatsoever a man soweth. that
shall he also reap." When we combine this sound natural law with the
concept of individual souls being reincarnated into a series of physical
bodies, we find ourselves with a lap
full of satisfactory explanations for
many bothersome mysteries.
Immediately. we find that none of
the suffering we see or experience
results from the arbitrary and unpredictable will of some remote
third-party "God." Any individual
who suffers in this lifetime is merely
reaping the results of suffering he
imposed upon others in a previous
lifetime. In a literal sense, each
person "brings it on himself,"
through ignorance of this universal
and impartial law. I s
there is a fe

e engineer wit
bent for researchwmm

T h e Garrett Corporation operates
under the principle that the units and
systems which we research, design
and produce must be the best of their
kind.
That's why we need forward-looking engineers. Stimulating assignments in the work you like best are
only part of what we offer. We pay a
premium f o r ability. You'll work
with the finest research and labora-

TT

...

tory facilities at your disposal
live in the most desirable areas in
America - California, Arizona, the
East Coast. Financial assistance and
encouragement will help you continue your education in the graduate
schools of fine neighboring universities.
All modern U.S. and many foreign
a i r c r a f t a r e Garrett equipped. We
have pioneered such fields a s refrigeration systems, pneumatic valves

and controls, temperature controls,
c a b i n a i r compressors, t u r b i n e
motors, gas turbine engines, cabin
p r e s s u r e controls, h e a t t r a n s f e r
equipment, electro-mechanical
equipment, electronic computers and
controls.
We are seeking engineers in all
categories to help us advance our
knowledge in these and other fields.
Send resume of education and experience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley

CORPORAWaON
9851 S. S E P U L V E D A BLVD.. L O S A N G E L E S 4 5 , C A L I F O R N I A
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about \his concept that is bound tu
strike a reqpcmsive chord in any person who maintains that there should
he individual re3ponsibility for iniliviclual actions.
It is apparent from history. and
from current events, that many individuals are pilirig up a peck of
trouble for their souls in the future
through their actions in this lifetime. tt is high time that science got
to work on the problem of checking
out this law. in order that mankiiiil
may &top learning about it the hart1
way.
There is an excellent illustration
of piiy-Hal la% which applies to
thiv problem. Let us say that there
are two men at the brink of a 1000foot cliff. and we specify that one
has full knowledge of the law of
graxity. and that the other has no
knowledge. Then. if both jump off
the cliff. the man with no knowledge*
of the law will he just as dead at the
~ottorrias the man with hill know1edge. So. too. ttith the spiritual law
of " a s vou low." Ignorance of thiIan does not exempt anyone from its
operation.

fully avoiding imposing his will
upon that of another, for only by
such avoidance will he save himself
the pain of being on the other end
of the stick in some future lifetime. At ihe same time. he has an
equally compelling reason for taking positive action to use his talents
for the benefit of his fellow man.
The net result is a sound selfish rnotive for doing only unselfish thing-;.
This. too. feels "right." At this point.
we find that the same wise man who
stated the law of "as ye sow.'' some
2000 years ago. also made a neat
summary of the very point we have
been trying to make. He said. "For
the kingdom of God is within thy$5
self.

-

Evaluating human actions

4s more and more evidence Pourc
i n to reinforce the impression that
thii; i s in truth a "well-ordered uni-

w s e . " I find it personally coinforting to have a hypothesis which
~ r o v i d e sa practical basis for evaluating the many human actions (ineluding my own) which used to aI)Pear to he proof of a "disorder!/'
universe. Most of all- I appreciate
Learning the hard way
the fact that it places no limitslions on my ability to think. On the
1x1 the rneantirne. kt 11s cnriqider
the impact of this concept on t h ~ contrary- it provides the greatest
stimulus to think for myfirst poitiori of Dr. Feynrnan'e cen'elffor
it would be folly kdeefl
tral
-"rnairitaining the real
to
blindly
imitate those whose ignorvalue of religion as a source of
ante of the la^ is permitting them
-trertgth arid courage." 1 qugpest that
to sow weed<.
a
rode of conduct Lased o n
I n conclusion, it i s necessary that
a literal acceptance of .' . . . whatsoI qualify the term "new hypothesis"
ever a man ~oweth. that shall he
as applie(1 to the concept described
also reap." w i l l tmter far above any
above. Of course, it is not new at
r>ode imposed on the individual
all. Millions of people accept this
through fear by an external organconcept today. and millions acceptization. 111 fact. 1 think it likely that
ed it long before Jesus Christ wathe c~nrioii~
tena(ity of a general
born. However. in one sense the term
moral code. ever] in the atheist. i c
"new hypothesis" has been used corriothirig more than the effect of the
rectly. for nearly all of these milwisdom flictilled the hard wav h i
lions have had to accept a large overthe atheist's caul through past rebur(ien of metaphysical and social
ir~carnations.
dogmas along with t h e essential
Furthermore, it is apparent that
truth,
Our own conventional rrthis same roncept has a built - irl
Iigion~.
as we have seen, suffer from
automatic inspiration mevhanism.
the
same
burden: the truth of
The ir~ditidual who arcepts it has a
Chri'it*~
~
e
a
r
h i n gis buried in an unc ornpellirig personal reason for canL

palatable jumble of dogma a n d
metaphysical absurdities. Therefore.
suggest that science go to work or]
verifying the pure form of the universal laws suggested in this '"new
hypothesis." in order that all miankind m a 3 in truth. "maintain the
real value of religion as a source of
strength and courage, while. at the
same time. not requiring ari absolute faith in the metaphysical aspects
of religion."'

A direct question
I yield the floor to another rnernher of the panel. after this aqide to
Dr. Feynman: Have you ever been
intrigued with the question of wh\
yo11 have always been intereqted in
this apparent conflict between science and conventional religion? I
that you have had come ex.
perience with the reincarnation rorl.
in a previous lifetime, and t h a ~
it is this distilled wisdom in your
^,j
d i c h now prompts
to
actively question Ã§,ornethin
jw
feel
you inial,t
even confirm this yourself. by carefully rereading p u r original articlrand noticing the numerous places i r ~
(he very phrasing of your
questions contains indications of the
answers from the standpoint of re.
incarnation. 41so. it rniehl be inter.
^ f o y
to recall your feelings (^ y o u r intellectual evalua.
tion regarding the above article as
you read it for the first time. Jf you
a n y feeling of
l o me I
have been hew before." 1 think yo,:
mnld consider that at least a partial
confirmation of the fact that yo,l
have indeed "been there before."
-Sfan Sohiw. ' 4 J .

-
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Could you contribute
eas to these new fie1
Nuclear Weapons
Nticlear Rocket Propulsion

Controlled thermo-nuclear energy
Particle accelerators
Hi&-speed d ~ i t a computers
l
Critical assembly and reactor research

These are six of the challenging projects now underway
at the University of California Radiation Laboratorymanaged and directed by some of America's foremost
scientists and engineers.
You are invited to join them.. .share their pioneering
knowledge in nuclear research. ..use their expansive facilities
.. . and help to do what has never been donetbefore.

I

are a MECHANICAL or ELECTRONICS ENGINEER, you may be in-

F YOU

volved in a project in any one of
these fields, as a basic member of the
task force assigned each research problem. Your major contribution will be to
design and test the necessary equiprnent, which calk for skill at improvising and the requisite imaginativeness
to solve a broad scope of consistently
unfamiliar and novel problems.
If you are a PHYSICIST or MATHEMATICIAN you may be involved in such
fields of theoretical and experimental
physics as weapons design, nuclear
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific
photography (including work in the
new field of shock hydro-dynamics),
reaction history, nuclear physics, critical assembly, high current linear accelerator research, and thte controlled
release of thermo-nuclear energy.
If you are a m ~ or
~ CHEMICAL
~
s
~
1

you will work on investigations in radiochemistry, physical and
inorganic chemistry and analytical
chemistry. The chemical engineer is
particularly concerned with the problems of nuclear rocket propulsion,
weapons and reactors.
In addition, you will be encouraged

ENGINEER,

to explore fundamental ~roblemsof
your own choosing and to publish your
findings in the open literature.
And for your family-there's pleasant living to be had in Northern California's sunny, smog-free Livermore
Valley, near excellent shopping centers,
schools and the many cultural attractions of the San Francisco Bay Area.
You can help develop
tomorrow -today at UCRL
Send for complete information on the
facilities, work, personnel plans and
benefits and the good living your family
can enjoy.
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DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
UNIVERSITY O F CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
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LCH HAS BEEIS written in recent years about
science as the hope of man's future and also about
science aa the instrument of man's destruction. You have
read of the possible glories of tomorrow's world of
technology when people won't have to work- but only
push buttoiii- and can spend endlebs hours of leisure
i-peeding across the country in radar-guided, air-conditioned, pink Cadillacs at 120 miles an hour or more.
And jou have also read of the utter ruin which civilization would face in case of a n all-out wai using all the
modern techniques of destruction.
You h a l e heard of mar9 such things which are probably true. Advancing technology is going to bring about
in the
great changes in our methods of living-change;
next 50 years d5 great as those in the last 50. But it is
alqo perfect!) possible that an all-out unclear catastrophe
will inten e m .
You have also lead other thing;- that are untrue or
irnprobdblc. J think the imminence and practicality of
space travel by humans (not to mention its desirability)
have lnwi g r o a J ) exaggerated. Cheap and abundant
in some
atomic energy is *till a long w a y off-though
parts of the world ( n o t in America) i t &ill soon be
cheaper than other sources that are available. Still
other promises you h a % e heaid violate basic laws of

-
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phjaic?. or (-Le the) would be faittastirdll? expen?ne.
Yes. the comic-strip drtii-ts. the science-fiction ~ ~ i t e r s .
a.- well as p o d solid scientists and enpinee~s.caii paint
exciting pictures of the new devices. gadget? gud ~ n d chines that we will all h a l e in 25 years;. But these r i f t
not things 1 am going to difecuse now.
Nor am I going to talk ah0111 whether these extiaordinary things thai technology is going to bring us are
anything can
good or bad. In fact, no one ran &a!-for
be either good or bad. depending on how it is used,
whether it's a stick of wood or a stick of dynamite.
Thingfi areri'~ Lad : onlj people are bad. And a5 to
whetliei people dre going to he had or not there is no
argument; sonic . ~ fthem certainly will be. But whethei
they are or tint. these new thing^ ore going to come a m way-joi no force on twrth ran-itop men from thinking.
from inventing. Horn exploring.
But 1 am not going to diaruss the things inen wi!l
invent. I am goin: to talk about the things men are
going t o think; ihe ideas the\ are going to exjilore.
The thing? meii imeni %ill arist; from new things they
ey
about the
learn, from new u n d e r s t ~ i i d i i ~ ~ i hacquire
~ i o r l d .On the foundation of new ideas. men create great
new techiiologies. new industries. new machines, new
ways of doing things.
I propose to examine not the ~uper:itructm'ethai men
have erected on the foundation of knoivledge. but the
foundation itself. I am not going to explore the glittering

tlpper rooms arid towering pinnacles of technology--I
propose to go to the basement and examine the fonndalions of 4 e n c e on which all technology is based.
\nd I propose to talk first about science not in the
liplit of the nen technology to which it may lead. hut to
talk ahnut wience for itÂ own <akc--science as a method
of thinking. science a s a method of acquiring new knowIedgp. qcierice a? the key to iirider~taridirip.the road to
cornprehension of the physical world. I a m g o i n g t n
speak of science, the endless adventure.
From the clav that man first acquired coriscio~isnehe bepan to oh-serve thc thin" a h o t him--the riatiirr
of fire. of water. of the wirids. the sea. the Â¥-tar'-4nd
a's he oh'-erved. hc rememitered and reflpcted. Hp rioted
the regularitie- of nature. Fire could nearly always be
iroduced in a certain wav and e ~ ~ i ~ i ~ u i sin
t i ecertain
d
ways. The Gun marched regularlj across the s k j -though
more careful observation showed that its path changed
alrnoqt irnperreptihly from d a s to day, from week to
week anrl a t the same time the weather became warmer.
then cooler, then warmer again. When these invariable
regularities of nature are reduced to their simplest form.
we call them the "law; of nature."
At a verv early time man mn'-t have heeri c o n s c i o u ~
of number'--the number of his children, the number of
his wives. how many animals he killed. how many
enemies he had. Primitive men had words For only
three number'-- one. two and many. (iraduallv the
many" became sorted out-3,
4, 5, 10. Curiously
enough, it was a very long time before men di'-covered
the riinnher "zero" a n d learned to use it.
6,

The importance of numbers
4 t this juncture t should like to pause a moment and
reflect upon the importance of numbers-and upon the
scienre of mathematics which has been built upon them.
How many of 113 realiw how utterly impo'-sible our
modern way of living would he without a number sytern and without our science of mathematics. Suppose
we had not yet invented number'- above 1 0 . Suppose
even we had to add and multiply with Roman numerals.
Foi exarnple. how do you multiply XVI by M d M X L ?
Siippose we were unable to deal with number? higher
than a million, or even a billion. That miphi haw' :I
'saliitarv e f f ~ c t on governrn~nt 1wclpet'-. of eoiirse. I ) i i +
there arc r1uitc a few large corporations whose proi r i r o m e ~a r e above one billion dollar" too.
Hut. if we come to think of it. how many people dii
know what a billion really mcans--or m e n a million?
f.'oiinting as fast as you can -say 3 wr secorid- it ivoufrl
take you J davs, 211 hours a day, to count to a millionover 8 years to count to a hillioti.
As an illustration, let m e ask you how big a house
would be i f it were a million times a s b i g a s your
house-assuming you occupy a n average size dwelling.
Would it be a < big as the Empire State Building? As
big a s an Egyptian pyramid? As b i g a s the Pacific
O r e a n ? As the whole e a r t h ? 4< the w l a r aytern?

Yon might amuse yourself hy proving that a h n u s ~u i t h
a million times the dimensiortc of lour- w oiild h.ive a
volume somc 10 to 50 times thr volurnp o f the rurth.
My point i* that verv few people r e a l k krio\v what .i
factor o f a million really mean's. P.speciall when v tk
deal with a mitlion r\il>pd a- w e do i n cornputins' it
volume.
1'- it anv worirler that ive find i t difficult to rcaliw
what it mean^ uhen U P sav that EI modern hv(lrogen
homt; ha< :in f xplncive c n ~ r ~20v million tirries a c w i l t
as a 1-ton TNT homh? Rut H P ctiould not hr rni*kd the
other way e i t h ~ r .For the riidiii- of d~i-trurtiotiof ii h u n h
iit,pend~o n about the cnhe- root of i t - e\plo'-ii( ( ritryy.
r1
ha' ,I radii'- of
411d that rnean-; a 2 0 - m ( ~ ; ~ a t ohomh
darnage only the' cuhe root of 20 million-or 270 times
as h i g a s f o r a 1-ton homh. That." "till a clarnage earlins
o f If) miles o r more But a Lo" A n g c l e ~pajici r w p n t l v
publiqhed a letter expressing fear that f,ci+ 4 n y e l ~ s
people rnizht he hurt hy the blast of the Bikini twt. 5000 miles away! T o do that would takr the p o n e r of
125 million 20-megaton hornti<.

Dealing in billions
\ o w I am not trying to corifu'se you o r - r a n - you.
I a m only givirig some sprctaciilar illustratio~is of the

importance of n~irnber?in the modern world - the irnpoitance of being able to think in quantitatite term-'.
Why d o we still teach arithmetic as though nnmbers
hipger than 100
1000 were too complicaterf to prasp?
4 million is 10". a billion is 10'. a million squared i-;
I f i l 2 . and 10' x 10' is 10". It's verv simple! Even a little
experienre with rxporier~tswould give y n u n y t e r ~a lot
of f u n - and would make it ))o-;-;ihle for them, out nf
their own experience. to deal nith millions and billions
in a more meaningful wav.
f noted the other day a curious example of this
inability to deal with number'- larger than a billion. 4
science >tory in a weekly newsrriapa7itw contained the
statement that in a certain vndlrr~e of a i r there u e r e
"billions of molecules." Now. of course. that is perfectly
true but it is about as significant a staternc3vt as though
we said that o n the earth there live do7tws of people.
There are. of course. rnariv dozens of people on the earth;
in fact. there a r e about a quarter of a billion (ln7cri.
Similarly. their arc warn tiillinn'- of rnolecule- iri a
riihie ceritimeter of air: i t i fact. thpre a r e 10 billion
f i f f / i n n molepule-. We feel sorry for primitive men who
t t r r r unable to distiripiii-h ruirnbei"- higher than ."> a n d
referred to eterythirigepl~e a'- ""rnariy. Some dav i r k
the future. fjeopie wijJ think of u c 20th century human-,
as being rather primitive because u e were unable to
think in terms larger than a hilliori.
O u r whole modern civilization is built on rnatlicmatirs! Not a street can he laid, a foundation dug, or
a building constructed, without the use of algebra,
geometry a n d trigonometry. Yot a machinr can be designed, an engine's pcrformanre p cdictecl. an clertric
power plant m n s t r u r t ~ d without m a t h ~ r n a t i c throiigli
~
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caIc11111r. The ile:-i"n of an airplane. a ?hip. a guideii
~iiissileu r tin electrcnic computer requires a l ~ r o f o u n d
kiio~+ledge uf higher matheriiatics, v h i l e tlie reall)
interesting iit:li'ls of nuclear physics and aatronoin)
tire group tlieoiy. matrix algebra and non-Eiiclidean
geomctry .
.In oilier uord?. no one from a grocer's clerk to ilie
nuclear physickt can d o without mat1~erriatic~--diidthe
stuii! IA niatlicniatirri can lie a great adventure in the
methods of quantitativt! thinking which nil1 provide to
evt;ryoiir a lifetime of Letter undti~~.-ta~idiiig
of a tuclilll~I(Jgi(:al \ ~ i ~d.r l

Journey to the sun
l<ui let us turn now t o adventures. in the \\oild oi
ph)si(:d] rcieiii't: i-dther than inatlie~natics.1 slioulii likr
to start ihe ailventure with a journey to tlie sun. Adveiituit*r: \ \ h o clinili All. Everest a t e pikers; \if:sits
going to exploit' I in out minds ill least) ulldt \ \ c ~ o n l t l
Iiiid d l the ccntei of the :un.
h o f i the h i s t thing Vie iiotice ahont tht, Eufi is that
it i.- hot. 11 is; ver) hot. in fact. 'rhr -iiiiace trniperdlurt:
it- about II,OOO'l*'. That is- highel tliaii an! teni1~erdture
ever observed on eaitll except in tht Lni-t of an atomic
h o m l ~ .That is f a r aLuve the melting point of any material we a r e familiar with; it is fdi aliuve the l ~ o i l i ~ i g
point of most indteiiala. Theiefuie, the :uii is very
much like a ball of hot gas-.
But the suiface of the sun is it? coolert p i t . Jt is
caa) to1 ail ~ ~ t i o j t h y ~ i c to
i s t pruvc that. l~ecause thri
sun 1s fco m d a s i ~ ea n d the giavit~tioiialfoices d i e tlieiei o i e ~o eiionnoiia: ihr :-un would pi onipth ci^llaj~scinto
a v e q much ;-nidIk~robject unit'::- the centidl J J J J I ot
the mi is at J \qhigh pre:=urt3 and t ~ ~ n p e r ~ i t uJn~ v .
2S.000.fact. the centrdl Leiiij)er<iture is f ~ r o I ) d b l.tLou~
~
000 F, File p r e ~ s u r ci s % J p e a t thdt ihc r e n ~ i a lportion
lids a deiisit} 10 tiniefa the densitj 01 It-dd. though it is
-till a gas- in idct it is ino?tl) hydrogen.
r
I h e ape uld q u e ~ i i o na l ~ u u tthe =un. ot' ft)iit:-e is v hat
keeps it ?o hot. Y+ e know that tlii.- eiitth lid? lwen <it
roughly its prert-nt t<-iiiperdii.ire f o i 4 billion !etH: o~
:-u. T h e sun niu:t liave bern d\. dl~outits ~ J H ~ - V I teinpeiaI~
tuie equally long. Where does- dll tlut taueigy c o ~ i i e
fi on1 ?
I J uutil
~
just Letore \\ orlti Wai I1 \el! ~ e c e n t l y
s ou fcec-not
e\vn ~ i l e Leginiiiiig? oi .i ?ati?fdc~IJi}
( ~ i > t s e ihad Leen found. We know nu\\ thdl the o n \ v
t ~ d l l r ~ l l l l t d t i 01
~ ~ lItldtlt-1
l
! - ( ~ l l l C t of t'lH'lg) jjt>bsikJlti is
sper*ifically: iii fhe ease of tlic S-un.the trdti~l'i~rindlion
uf h > t h o g e n into helium. T h e :-un. in utliti u<,iii^. i:- I.
big cotitinuou~lj-opeiatnig l ~ j d r o g e n bomb. It would.
in Idit. t$xplode just like .( 1)oriili t%.rept iliat the p u \ i tatio~idl forces an- Po cnurnioii- t l i ~ ti t i' till lield t o gtdler in a veij niue lialducri.
~"Ortlllldte~).t h e n in 3 lot ot l i j i l r ~ g e n >till Ieii in
the BIHI - erio~ightu 1d.t f o r cinotliei f t w Lilliun p a r s
in fact. Sonic day. h o \ t e ~ e i .it m i l Le foiie. \that theii!
t l cool crt ! No. i~ ttill colldpse
b i l l the :-un ~ u l l d j ~ >arid
1
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diid get hotter! The gravitational energy d r t e l u i ~ e d in
contrdcting generatei- still more heat, so the interior will
get hotter a s the sun gets s~ndller.
And then ? Eventual]) the internal tempeiature v i l l
rise to about 2~X),(JU0.00(JÂ°Fa t which point something
new will happen. T h e helium which was formed by the
conversion of hydrogen will now b e at a temperature
where it can ltegin to "'burn." Three a t o m of helium
can join t o make one atom of carbon; four atoms of
helium can make one atuni of oxygen. In both cases
wiergy is again released so that thin .-ource of heat xi11
nidinldin the internal temperature of the him dt 200.000,UOO F. until the helium in turn is all used up. At this
s-tage the -un will start to collapse again; the inter*idl
temperature will rise still higher until the point i;
icached at which the carbon and oxjgen atoms \\ill
Legit1 to combine to foiin still healier atoms, building
up cvt~itudlly lo elementt in the ueigliLorhood of iion.
Hy t1ii:- time. tlie temperature of the center may have
red(41ed faeveral billion degrees F.
During thefae j a r i o u ~yrowsats. iliere a l e inteivals of
j)u;sihle iii~tdhilily arid the pussibilit> 111 a11 explosioii
arise?. \\ c do not know precisel) the conditions urnlei
\\hi& an explosion might take place. IJIII explosioub of
di-tdiit a t a r ~h a \ e been observed in the hea\eiis. They
a r e knuviii as ~ u p e r n o v a e .But at t h k point our k n i ~ w l edge get; \ e r ) \ a g u e indeed. Jii fact. il is only in recent
months that a detailed qudiititdtive picture of the ekoliitionarl histor) of the bids-s and of tlie p r o c e ? ~oi a t o n
liuilding has- been worked out by combining the knowledge of a s i r o n o ~ n ywith knowledge recently acipiired isi
the laboratories of niiclea~ p h j rics. Again the proLlcnis
and techni~jueaof mathematics. p l a j an important role.
Ju;t recentl) Dr. Fred Hoyle of Cam1)ridge has evolved
a project l o r making detailed computations of the ev olnt i o n a q histoij of the stars;. a project rtllicti will reqiiire
h e ) e a r s to complete on one of the fastest of moderii
computing machines. t incident all^. t1ios;e who Viidi to
puri;uL- this tthole subject more thoroughly could d o no
better than read Dr. Fit,(] Hoj1e.s \ e r ) recent Look,
Frontiers of Istronoiny, o r the special isrue of Scu,i1//'fi~
Anu'ricuit f o r riepfernbei. 1956) .

A daring and intricate adventure
'I'liis. J r l a i r r ~13
~ one of the greatest of all adventures
1110st daring, the must intricate. The faun
i:- o n l j one of a billion stars in our galaxy. And theif a r e
million:- of other galaxies equallj large scattered t h r o u g h
,.
spdce. I h e taiiite4 that can be seen on the plates of
the areal 200-incli t c l e ~ c o p e at l'dloniar a r e 2 hilliuri
liptit )ear;- a w a j . el we know that the sauie eleniciit~
-the sdiiie kind? of atoms and molecule;- --occur in
tliese distant stars a? in our o w n sun. T h e rame laws of
physic a1q~l)-the same sources of energ} must exist.
ho (inul)i there cire fci~illt' i-tars ~ h i c l ia r e t a i r l j ) o u ~ i g
- a l e jus-t beginiiing to "burn" their hydrogen. Others
d i e piobdbl) old dud hot. Some ?tar:- h d \ e gone through
thr e\pl<-i.-iiveitliafae. Some Miperncnae are still glowing

i n science-the

.

after many years; some appear to be "decaying" with
a half-life of two months or so, like a radioactive
element. Indeed there is evidence, recently noted by
Fowler, Burbidge and Hoyle a t Caltech, that possibly the
great explosion did produce a vast quantity of radioactive material-just
as does the explosion of a thermonuclear bomb.
This is one of the most exciting aspects of the great
adventure of modern astronomy-the
intimate way in
which it brings the sciences of spectroscopy, of nuclear
physics, of electronics, of cosmology, of quantum mechanics-each one helping to fit in some pieceof the vast
jigsaw puzzle.

Radio astronomy
There are other exciting developments in astronomy.
Many years ago a radio physicist named Jansky was
tracing down some of the sources of noise in a sensitive
radio receiver. There were faint hissing sounds which he
could not trace to electric motors, spark plugs, thunderstorms, or the other usual sources of "static." He eventually found that these flickering radio waves were
coming from the sun! So began the science of radio
astronomy.
It was not until 1946, however, that electronic techniques had been developed to allow radio observations to
be made consistently and exactly. Today we know of
hundreds of objects in the sky which are sources of
radio waves. Some are stars like the sun; some are
distant galaxies. Possibly the most interesting source i s
the great cloud of hydrogen gas which exists in the Milky
Way galaxy and which gives off radio waves of a frequency of 1420 megacycles-a wave length of 21 centimeters, about 8 inches. In fact, there are parts of our
Milky Way which are obscured by clouds of dust in space
so that no light gets through. However, the radio waves
from the hydrogen clouds do come through and so the
only direct knowledge we have of the other side of our
own galaxy beyond the dust clouds is supplied by radio
waves. And from them we can learn something about
the structure and velocity of that part of the galaxy.
Radio waves from the stars! Who would have thought
it possible a few years ago? Or who would have thought
that obscure studies at Columbia University on the
energy levels in hydrogen could have led a couple of
physicists - one in Holland and one at Harvard to guess that hydrogen in space could emit 21centimeter radio waves - then to look for such
waves and find them? Today great radio antenna-3,
radio telescopes-far
larger than the 200-inch, but
less expensive-are
being built all over the world to
explore further the nature of the stars as revealed by
the radio waves which the racing electrons in their
outer atmosphere emit. Since radio waves penetrate air.
haze and clouds, a radio observatory does not have
to be located in a clear climate, like southern California, or on a mountain top. In fact, the flat plains
of Holland and the clouded moors of England and

Australia have been primary locations for radio work.
They have there detected waves from s o u r c e s
which are so distant that for their waves to be detected
here they must have been projected from a source as
strong as a 50-kilowatt broadcasting station-multiplied
a million billion billion billion times over! The power
kiloradiated is the inconceivably large figure of
watts. That's as much energy as the total energy from
a hundred billion suns. It is lucky indeed that that
source is so far away. If it were much closer, the earth
would be so blanketed by radio "static" that radio and
television broadcasting would be completely impossible.
It is possible that radio telescopes may be detecting
objects that are so far away that they cannot be seen
or photographed, even with the Palomar telescope.
We see then that astronomy, though it is one of the
oldest sciences, is being rejuvenated even today. New
telescopes have made our distance measurements more
accurate; new electronic techniques are extending the
power of both optical and radio telescopes; new knowledge of nuclear physics is helping us understand how
the energy of stars is produced, how all the different
chemical elements are built up from p-imordial hydrogen, how the stars evolve, how some blow up, condense
again and begin a new existence.
I am told that back in the 15th century so few people
could read that millions of young people who were contemporaries of Columbus, Magellan and the other early
explorers had never heard of their explorations-never
knew that the new world had been discovered or that
a ship had sailed clear 'round the earth.

The language of modern science
Today we run the danger that because our school
children are unable to "read" the language of modern
science, they too will miss knowing about the great explorations of this generation-the intellectual examination of the frontiers of space. I t is true that some day
people may travel out into space beyond the earth. But
such excursions will be limited indeed. We could conceivably reach the moon in one day of travel at 10
times the speed of sound. We could reach Mars in 6
months. But to come into the vicinity of even the nearest
star would require 100,000 years. Even at 100 times
the speed of sound it would take 10,000 years. Hence,
the only experience that human beings will have with
the far reaches of space will be through the messages
brought by light and radio waves. And even these. the
fastest of all messengers. have been on the way for rnillions or billions of years.
So let us make it possible for our new generation to
have the fun of understanding these marvelous adventure stories. Just a little familiarity with mathematics
and science will help a lot.
The adventures of science are by no means confined
to outer space. And the chief practical reason for learning the language of science may not be to understand
about distant galaxies, but to understand what is going
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u n right here on earth. There are adventures in each

d a y s routine.
b o u arifce in the morning to the ring of an slam
clock-an electric clock, no doubt, synchronized within
seconds to millions of other clocks all over the country,
all over the world. Synchronization is achieved by the
miracle of alternating current in our power lines, connected in a network extending hundreds of miles, and
connected by radio to other networks f a r away. Adventures? Just follow those alternating current in~pulses
back along the wires to a transformer on a pole in the
street, to higher voltage lines leading to a substation.
to still higher voltage lines strung across the countryside to a power station by a dam in the mountains.
Or maybe the power station burns coal or oil-where
man's most primitive discover), fire. is producing his
most modern carrier of energy, electricity. Think of the
inventors, engineers, scientists-back through the generations, the centuries-who
made that possible. Think of
Michael Faraday in a little laboratory thrusting a magnet
into a coil of wire and noting that a current was produced; pulling it out, the current was reversed-an
alternating current !

A day's adventure
And so, even before we awake in the morning of
each day, our adventure has begun. We get out of bed.
put on nylon hose, a dacron shirt o r an orlon sweater
-fabrics made of coal and air and water. Shades of
the alchemists who tried to make gold from lead! They
would have been far better off if they had made nylon
from air! And as you dress be glad you are not a silk
producer of Japan or a wool grower of Australia whose
very livelihood is being threatened by synthetic fibers
made in America. Yes. adventures in science have their
tragedies too.
Your breakfast is another kind of adventure-food
brought to you from the f a r corners of the earth, prepared over a flame which burns gas piped from Texas.
And as you eat you read of world events only a few
hours old-long stories, and even pictures, which have
been flashed with the speed of light from London, or
than
Calcutta, or Cairo. Only a few years ago-less
100-a
famous British physicist, Lord Kelvin, slaved
away years of his life supervising the laying of a cable
across the Atlantic through which feeble electric imbut
pulses ( dot-dash-dot) could be pushed-slowly,
tliousdiids of times speedier than the fastest ship.
After breakfast you step then into a real miracleyour car. You seldom look under the hood to witness
the bewildering array of examples of the laws of thermodynamics. of mechanics. of electricity, of metallurgyof almost ever] science and technology. All we care is
that this device converts a gallon of gasoline into many
miles of travel-at speeds much faster than we ought to
drive.
As your day passes. you will skirt the edge of many
adventures: a jet plane will streak above you; you will
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lead that Congress is arguing about p i d e d missiles.
about satellites which leave the earth. and you wonder
if the Congressmen know what they are talking about.
You read that a group of scientists visited Russiaand that they found themselves in full agreement with
the Russian physicists on the neutron capture crosssections of nuclei and also on the best design of a synyou
chrotron. You were not interested of course-but
should have been. It was another example of the fact
that adventures in science are international. All countries
agree on the laws of phyfcics. We ma} fight over the
writings of Karl Marx-but
not over those of Isaac
Newton or Albert Einstein. Not even in a dictatorship
is it possible to suppress for long the finding;- uf
science. A fake genetics promulgated by a certain
Lysenko was given official state sanction in Russia for
a time. But Lysenkoism is now dead; politics cannot for
long suppress the facts of nature. We have tried it
here too. We thought that nuclear physics could be
kept secret; we forgot that scientists in other countries
can ask questions of nature too-and
get the sanie answers that we do. We also learned that secrecy in
science is very expensive, for secrecy impedes the advance of science and also the advance of technology.
But your day's adventures have only begun. You
drive past a TB sanitorium that is being closed-for
lack of business. You pass a hospital where once fatal
illnesses are cured in a few days. You may see some
youngsters getting polio shots and know that another
dread disease is on its way to extinction.

Inside a living cell
If the adventures in the stars o r the atomic nuclei
do not interest you, what about adventures inside a
living cell? In recent years giant strides have been
made in unraveling the chemistry of living things. The
structure of protein molecule^ has been worked out.
And now it is found that viruses. too. are complex molecules built in the form of multiple helices. These virus
molecules can be crystallized and kept on a shelf for
years, like any other chemical. But when they are given
a chance to enter a living cell, they begin the miraculous
process of sorting out the substances in that cell and
building up a new molecule just like themselves. These
molecules can reproduce themfcelves ; they posses5 one
of the essential features of living things.
The properties and behaviors of viruses can be studied
now with all the modern techniques of physics and
chemistry-not
solely by trial and error. but by systematic analytical methods. One by one the different
harmful viruses will be isolated, bred and studied until
methods of destroying-or controlling them are evolved.
Beneficial viruses-those that kill harmful bacteria-will
also be studied and used in the control of other diseases.
The days of bacterial and virus diseases are numbered.
It may be years and there will be some exhausting
struggles, but these elementary substances now can be
understood and controlled.
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These then are a few of the thrilling adventures of
today's science: the understanding of genes and nuclei
and stars: the unraveling of the laws of atomic physics
and cosmology and chemical biology. There are also adventures in the application of this understanding to new
things to make people healthier, more comfortable. and
to improve their way of life.
These adventures are daily getting more exciting. And
they are adventures that more and more people will
eventually participate in. The fraction of the United
States working force engaged professionally in scientific
and engineering pursuits has multiplied by 5 in the
past 50 years. It can't multiply by 5 again else it would
be getting up to 100 percent. But it may well double.
The need is great and the opportunities are endless. The
great challenge of our school system is to help every
child with potential talents to develop them to the
utmost.

The enjoyment of science
But men and women without professional interests in
science may still enjoy these adventures of science. The
language of the atom can be learned. After all, people
enjoy music who do not perform. People enjoy literature who do not write. People enjoy adventure stories
who cannot walk. Lawyers and businessmen and English
teachers have learned to enjoy science.
For the exciting adventures of science have a great
immediacy. From morning alarm to evening TV program we are living in a world which has resulted from
adventures in science. Just as the great adventure of
Columbus opened a new continent, so the inspired adventures of many scientists-from Galileo to Einstein;
from Newton to Bohr: from Faraday to Edison to the
thousands of trained men and women working today in
laboratories throughout the world-have created on this
new continent a new kind of civilization. There are
certain things about this civilization that we a r e not
satisfied with. It is far from perfect. But the defects
will be fixed by those who understand the nature of
the worlrl in which we live. The world will be made
better by knowledge. not by ignorance.
But the adventures in science are not only fun: they
are an essential part of our everyday intelligent living.
I have referred to Congressmen who vote on vast technical projects which they cannot possibly under'-tarid.
But men and women in everyday life. in business. i n
law. in politics, are experiencing and rnaking decisionq
on things which they too cannot understand. We 'Â¥pen
strenuous efforts in this country to reduce illiteracy. to
make it possible for every man, woman and child to read
and write. We succeeded-but
we face a new type of
illiteracy today in which citizens are unable to read
and understand the things about which they must make
decisions. all the way from spending billions on nuclear
energy to investing a few thousand dollars in a new
chemical company; decisions as to what to do about
srnog: about putting fluorine in drinking water: about

paving higher salaries to teachers of science. The ability
to understand the adventures in ~ c i e n c ehas a real prartical value in addition.
Rut there are certain illusions about science and
mathematics that must be eliminated before the advent u r e of '-cience can lie appreciated and advanced more
rapidly in America,
The first illusion is that mathematics is too hard for
young minds to grasp. That is false. Properly presented
and properly taught mathematics is an exciting adventureÃ‘especiall for youngsters. What has made it seem
hard is the endless procession of dull and useless problems which are normally taughtÃ‘fiHo many square
rods in 19V2 acres?" or '"If A has 3 apples and I3 has
know
twice as many as 4 and C together . . ?"-you
the kind. Why crush the glorious excitement of the great
principles of algebra. geometry. trigonometry -yes, and
calculus--with an avalanche of useless detail? I suggest that to prepare a really first-class series of 7thto 12th-grade texts on mathematics that really arrest a
youngster's imagination. challenge his curiosity. and
develop his quantitative reasoning. would be the greate-t
project that a teachers" group could undertake.
The second illusion that must be eliminated is that
mathematics can be taught by teachers who don't know
any math-or are only a chapter ahead of the student.
As long as teachers of math must take 16 hours of
education and only 3 hours of math, mathematics will
be badly taught. For it is a subject which become-;
really alive only with years of study and can he conveyed in simple and exciting ways to students only by
those who have themselves caught its true spirit. In
this respect. it is like most other subjects of real intellectual content-it
will certainly be taught badly by
those who know nothing about it, no matter how much
methodology they have learned.

.

A liberal education
A third illusion that needs crushing is that mathematics and science are narrow. technical or vocational
subjects and that only humanities and social science
are "'liberal" and "broadenir~g' and teach one how to
get along with human heings. Nonsense! Mathematics
and science are great intellectual adventures that have
enlarged and broadened men's intellectual horizons.
freed the human spirit from ignorance and fear, and
elevated him above a primitive existence. They are :I
proper part of every liberal education. And if our
country is to continue to make propre" i r ~evolving
the material tools necessary to insure attaining the
economic. political and moral goals which we seek, then
we as a nation had better re-examine the adequacy of
our school curricula in preparing young people to talk
the language and understand the problems of tomorrow.
For if we are cheating our children of the opportunitv
of enjoying the adventures in science. we are also cheating our country of the benefits of profiting and prosperi n g f r o m the talents of its people.
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Newly-modified
altech synchrotron is now the
most powerful machine
of its type in existence
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oicr a period of two jedra. h a l e now brought the
machine up to such high energy Icvels. that researchers
should be able to produce and examine i-oine of the most
fundamental particles 111 nature. The machine. which is
now the mos-t powerful of its t j p e in existence, can accelerate electroris. to energies of over a billion electron
\olts. and to speeds. never before reached by any mandecelerated particles.
The original synchrotron principle was developed by
t w o men. independently, in 1945- a Caltech alumnus
and Nobel prizewinner, Edtvin M. Mc:MilIan. now at the
Urihersity of California in Berkeley; and a Russian
physicist. V. Veksler. The Caltech synchrotron, installed
in 1951, under contract with the Atomic Energy Corn-

minion, is of the "'race-track' type first suggested by
another Caltech sliimrius, H. R. Crane of the University
of Michigan.
The synchrotron is essentially a machine for the
production of X-rav beams of great energy. It does this
hy directing accelerated electrons against a metal plate
or "radiator." The collision generates high-energy
X-rays and these, in turn, are used to bombard the
nuclei of atoms.
For many years it was believed that the structure of
the atom was fairly simple-a nucleus composed of one
or more protons and neutrons and. revolving around
the r~ucleus,one or more electrons. But the exploration
of atomic nuclei in the past two decades has revealed
upwards of 20 other "strange particles" such as mesons.
heavy mesons, hyperons, anti-protor~sand anti-neutrons.
The nature of these sub-atomic complexes and of the
tremendous forces locking them together presents one
of the most forrnidahlc mysteries of modern physic-;.
During the first phase of its operation, over a period
of three years, the Caltech synchrotron operated at an
energy level of 500 million electron volts, and succeeded
in producing relatively lightweight mesons from the
bombardment of hydrogen and deuterium atoms. Careful measurements showed that the production of mesons
was increased greatly as X-ray energies increased, but
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Teem and Clegg tackle the problem
tuning u p the radio frequency nrcrleration system,
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that beyond a certain energy level (about 300 million
electron volts) ihe production of mesons fell oft sharply.
This enhanced response at a particular energy level is
known as "resonancew-analogous
to the resonant frequency of a piano string. f t means that there is an excited state. or state of preferred energy, in which the
proton-meson system exists. Investigation of the properties of this state gives physicists further insight into
the nature of forces operating between protons and
mesons and brings them a step closer to an understanding of the atomic nucleus.
Now, with much higher energies available. it will be
interesting to see whether the synchrotron can produce
other particles, such as heavy mesons and hyperons.
They have been produced elsewhere as the by-products
of proton-proton collisions, but it is not known
whether high-energy X-rays can tear them out of the
atomic core. If they can, it will be by a quite different
production system. 4nd it may he that the characteristics
of this new system will shed more light on our understanding of nuclear forces.
Research with the synchrotron begins when an
"electron gun" driven by a million-volt pulse tran5former shoots bursts of several billion electrons into a
tube where they are accelerated to approximately 91 percent of the speed of light, then bent through 90 degrees
to enter a tunnel-like vacuum chamber. This chamber.
evacuated to within a few billionths of an atmosphere,
runs around the inside of the 140-ton electromagnet
which is the main body of the synchrotron. The chamber
provides the path along which the electrons travel. The
vacuum serves to minimize air resistance to them. The
electromagnet holds them to their path.
The magnet is divided into four quadrants separated
by five-foot straight sections. Each of these sections
houses a unit of the vacuum pumping system, and two of
them also house radio frequency cavities, or booster
units.
Each time the electrons circle the chamber, they get
a 600-volt kick from the first radio frequency cavity. 4s
they are accelerated-and
in accordance with Einstein's
relativity principle-they gain mass, actually at a billion
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V i m of magnet which bends particles into circular orbit. Radio frequency cavity is inside rectangular box.

and director o f the synchrotron project.

volts becoming heavier than protons. (hormally. the
electron's mass is only 1/1840 that of the proton.) However. during acceleration. the electrons lose a certain
amount of energy by radiating light. In order to make
up for the lost energy, the electrons require greater
energy boosts, and these, steadily increasing up to more
than 50,000 volts per rotation, are provided by the
second radio frequency cavity.
Meanwhile. to keep the electrons from flying out of
their orbits. the strength of the magnetic force holding
them must he steadily increased. This increasing force is
produced by a current that rises from zero at the
moment of electron injection to 3.000 amperes a quarter
of a second later. and then falls back to zero in preparation for the next cycle. The power for the electromagnet is drawn from a large motor generalor set. and
when the synchro~ronis in use. each burst of electrons
is accompanied h j a heavy pulsing sound occurring at
almost exactlj the same rate a5 that of the normal
human heartbeat.
Before reaching their peak energy. the electrons
travel around the vacuum chamber two million time-.
receiving a ~ o t a l of two million boosts and covering
a distance of 37.000 miles. All this takes time-in
fact.
one-fifth of a second. At peak energy, the radio frequency cavity is turned off. the electrons leave their

orbits and. at a "muzzle-velocity" within about one
ten-millionth of the speed of light. strike a small piece
of a heavy metal, tantalum. It is this collision that produces the 1.2 billion volt X-rays. The X-rays. directed
at such targets as liquid hydrogen and liquid deuterium.
produce sub-atomic articles such as mesons.
What happens during these secondary collisions is
instantly registered either on photographic plates or
on scintillation counters that produce electrical signals
rorrespondiiig to the sizes. courses and decay modes
of the particles.
In particular. researchers uill try to find out what
particles are created when nuclei are bombarded with
the increased power of these very high energy X-rays.
Members of the synchrotron team are: Dr. Robert
F. Bacher. chairman of Caltech's Physics Division; Dr.
Arthur B. Clegg. research fellow in physics: Dr. Robert
V . IJangniuir. associate professor of electrical engineering; Dr. Vincent Z. Peterson. senior research f e l l o ~in
physic?; Bruce Rule, chief engineer; Dr. Matthew L.
Sands. associate professor of physics; Dr. John G.
Teasdale. senior research fellow in physics; Dr. John
M. Teem. senior research fellow in physics; Dr. Alvin V.
Tollestrup. assistant professor of physics; Dr. Robert
I-. Walker. associate professor of physics; and a number
of graduate students.
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Murray GeH-Mann. Caltech
professor of t h e o r e t i c a l
plivsir's. i s -nt %one
of
t h e countr~'s o u t s t a n d i n g
young physicist?. His special field i s the theory of
atomic nuclei.

AN A M E R I C A N P H Y S I
WAS ONE of a group of about a dozen Americans
invited to a conference on high-energy physics held
Moscow last Mav. The field we discussed there is a
branch of nuclear physics. In the last ten years there
have been applications of nuclear physics to technology
-the so-called peaceful uses of atomic e n e r g y ~ a n d
there have been applications to war. Rut there remains a
field of research which is pure nuclear physics-just the
efforts of scientists all over the world to try to find out
something about the structure of the atomic nucleus.
And it is this field of physics that we discussed at the
conference in Moscow,

Specificallv. we diqc~~ssed
a particular part of n u c l ~ a r
physics which is not the s ~ u d yof nuclei at rest. hut the
study of w h a t happen". to nuclei and their constituents
when the) collide at very high energies. producing new
particles which are never seen otherwise. After a small
fraction of a second these particles decay into electrons
and light and such things. Such transformation processes
of nuclear particles are. for the most part, what we discussed under the name of high-energy nuclear physics.
The sort of nuclear physics that has been applied to
the making of bombs and the making of piles for electric power is entirely low-energy nuclear phyqics. The
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A Caltech physicist attends a n international conference in Moscow,
and brings back a n informal-and surprisingereport on Soviet

scientists and how they work,

A transcript of an extemporaiit~ouiitalk

by MURRAY GELL-MANN

high energy field ir so f a r without practical application.
At the Geneva Conference last year. Western and
Soviet scientists had already discufrsed the applications
of nuclear physics to atomic energ). From the point of
veiw of secrecy, our conference \\as very much in the
nature of an anti-climax since we were talking about
pure phy~ics.From another point of view. though, our
conference b a s more interestingbecause we were visiting the Russians at home. We mere meeting their fan]ilies and seeing how they lived-we v ere talking to them
over long periods- of time. And they must have full much
more at ease di home than they did when they were
trai elliiig abroad.
The sixty foreigners who came to the conference were
from the West and the East. There was our delegation
of about a dozen from the United States', including five
from California. There were some f h e or six from England, a few fiom France, 'ind a couple from Italy. There
were two reas-oiidhl) good physicists from China, and
there was a \cry famous oiie from Poland. There were
a number of people from other countries--one from
Roumania. one from Hungary. a ixiuple from tlie
"Korean People's Democratic Republic" and so on.
segregation in
At the begiriniiig. the Soviets
housing 11s. The Westerners were put in the Moscow, an
old hotel i n the center of tow11 literally a stone's throw
from the Kremlin. The People's Democrats went into
one of the new skyscraper building!- on the outskirts of
the city. There weie so many complaints from both sides
about the f a d that we were segregated that, after a week
or so, the People's Democrats were mo\ed in with us. We
got along very well. all of 113; we talked about physics,
and we talked about touchier subjects too.
The official sessions lasted about ten days and were
held at the various institute and university buildings
in and near Moscow. After the first one, I didn't go

back verj much to these sessions. The principal purpose
of the conference was to preseiit Soviet noik to tlie
Wes~erners. rather than the other way around. The
speeches were giten in Russian 1)) Russiati expeiimental physicists talking dholit their vork. and ?itnultaneou? traiislationfr came to us through t-alphones. This
system. so surce~fcfiilat the L h . w d s - lt+,s so lieie, because the tran'lators were not physicists. and. although
the Russians were cleailj talking about physics. the translators were not. 1 ou don't have to know tery much about
rcience to know that it would create 3orne difliciill\ when
the speaker said. "'We then applied perturbation theory,
neglecting term; of higher order:" and (lie tianslator
adid. "We made use of the method of distiirhdnce.-.
ignoring menher? of higher rank." So if you wanted to
listen you had to perform second translations in your
head, and that wasn't vei) convenient.
\\'hat 1 did most of the time \\as to try to engage
in informal discussions with small groups of Soviet
phys-icists. discnssing various pdrta of the fiontier of
physics and comparing their work with ours in particular fields.
1 expected to bee a great many women scientists at
the sessions. hecause I had been told that women comprised o\er half the medical profession, and I thought
[hat in physics too. perhaps. something like that was the
case. But there were only a few in the audience-about
the same number that would 1)e found in a corrcsponding; meeling in America.
Another tiling that 1 had expected was a great deal
of formality-a sort of "Herr Professor"' attitude among
the SoM'et physicists. But when the meeting Legail I
realized that there reall} wasn't veiy much formality.
Before five minutes had elapsed the Soviet scientists
mere on their feet. screaming at one another and arguing
desperately. In general. there was a great deal of m o -

tion and a great deal of heat generated as well as lots ot
light. So I find that the Soviet scientists are at least as
informal as our American ones-perhaps more so.
Soviet research in physics is not run in any unified
way. Although it i s just about all financed by the National Academy of Science, which is a branch of the
government. it is handled by many autonomous organizations and research institutes of the Academy. Aside from
Moscow State University. the most important research
is undertaken a t these institutes. There are a great many
of them, and, in or near Moscow, there must be about
a dozen which are wholly or partially devoted to highenergy physics. These institutes cooperate with one another but they are also rivals, like the various universities
in this country.
Soviet scientists are doing very good work. In almost
all of the field of high-energy physics, their work was
prelty much parallel to that going on in the United
States and other countries. There is, however, one particular branch which we might call ultra-high-energy
physics, or the physics of new unstable particles. in
which there has been very little work in the Soviet
Union. This is the physics of collisions at extremely
high energies in which new kinds of particles-the
socalled strange particles-are
produced. These are investigated in one of two ways-by
using cosmic radiation, which contains high-energy nuclear particles, or by
generating high-energy nuclear particles in accelerating
machines such as the Bevatron at Berkeley.

Bigger than the Bevatron
The Soviets have done very little with either of these
methods. So this subject, which has been under investigation in the West for three to five years, is just in its infancy in the Soviet Union. However, they are now
building a machine which will be bigger than the
Berkeley Bevatron. It should be ready in about a year,
and at that time they will presumably jump with all
four feet into ultra-high-energy physics. They will. of
course, be two o r three years behind the Berkeley people,
and they will have to start from scratch, but presumably
after a little while they will be doing equally important
work.
It is a little bit strange to find the Soviet Union,
supposedly such a practical country, pouring so much
money into a very abstract field. We asked one of
their principal theoretical physicists how they got all this
money from the government and he said, "Well, we
just say to them. 'Look at the Americans'.'' It seems that,
whereas we tell our government about the numbers of
mathematicians and physicists and engineers that are
being graduated by the Soviet universities-a
figure
which is in excess of the corresponding figure for the
tell their
United States, possibly about double-they
government about our fundamental researches in pure
science. And they apparently point out that scientists
become discouraged if they can't do the most important
frontier work in science, that they won't have the high28

est quality scientists if they can't train them tiy working
on the most advanced and the most spertaciilar problems. And so they apparently get unlimited fund'-;.
We took a trip to see the great new Russian arcelerator that will be ready next year. and also their
medium-energy accelerator which ha-; been running
for about seven years now. These are located in a new
village. which was built for the purpose. about 70 miles
from Moscow. on the Volga. The town is called Bolshaya
Volga-the
great Volga. The two laboratories there
each containing its gigantic accelerating machine. have
just been donated by the Soviet Government to an international organization which consists of countries whose
names you can guess-thp
Soviet Union, Poland, Bulgaria. Roumania. the 'Xorean People's Democratic Republic" and so forth. These are member countries. However, citizens from other countries will apparently be
invited to come and visit and spend a year or more
working at these laboratories. American physicists
are to be invited too. Whether they will accept and
whether the invitations will actually go through. no one
can say at the moment.

The wrong side of the fence
It was an all-day trip that we took; we spent the
morning looking at the existing accelerator. a large
part of the afternoon (until moit of us despaired of
ever getting any lunch) looking over the other one. A <
we were walking around the grounds of the second
accelerator, one of our physicists from Columbia was
talking with Danysz. the Polish discoverer of the hyperfragments. and he said to Danyqz, "Look, [ see barbed
wire over there and behind the barbed wire some people
in fatigue clothes; don't you see them?" And Danysz
looked over and said, "Yes, what about them?" And my
friend said, "Well, they are digging trenches and throwins' earth up into those trucks; who do you suppose
they are-slave
laborers?"' Danysz looked at him for
a little while, looked at the people, and looked at the
fence. Then he said, "What you are faced with is a
problem in topology; those people are outside the fence.''
Which was true. We were inside. The laboratories were
enclosed in barbed wire and apparently had been top
secret until just before our visit. We were the first Westerners to be shown them.
The contain, of course, the kind of equipment which,
in the United States, has been pretty much open to the
public ever since it was built. Physics of this port-highenergy physics-has
never been classified anywhere in
the world except Russia. Some of the attitude of suspicion, naturally, still hangs over these installations.
When I got tired walking around all the machines and
looking at all the equipment and listening to the "Oohs"
arid "Ahs" of the American experimental physicists, I
went out in hack to look at birds. Bird-watching is a
hobby of mine. After a minute I saw a woodpecker sitting
on top of a pile of wood behind the 4ccelerator Ruilding, arid I was staring at it, fascinated, because I had
ENGINEERING
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came running up and said (in Riissian. which I had
difficulty understanding 1. "ho. no, no. you mustn't stay
out heie: you mustn't look over in that direction; you

must go back in there an'd look at that atomic machinery."
So 1 went back in, and 1 found our American physicisti- staring rather open-mouthed at tlie accelerators.
The! are. of course, very much like ours; they were invented almost simultaneoiisly in Russia and the United
States. Rut what our phyaicisti- marveled at vms the
lavishness of the accelerators. They had apparently been
built without any regard for money at all. The equipment was the best that one could get, no matter 110%
expensive or difficult the method of manufacture. I,uis
Alvarez of Berkeley said that it reminded him of Lo,
Alamos during the war where the motto was. "Why use
lead when gold will do?"

Princely salaries
These people not only have nioney for their equipment but they also have lots of money for thenlselves.
The scientists are among the best paid people in tlie
whole country. The ruble, in which they are paid, costs
tlie tourist a quarter. However, it is not worth a quarter;
from what we could tell, it is worth more like ten
cents. A professor of physics will make several salaries.
He will be a professor at one of the institutes of the
Academy of Science where he does his research. That
will net him 6,000 rubles per month. He will he. at the
same time, half a professor at the university. which
will teach a course there perhaps for half
will get half a salary for this too. which is
more. Besides that lie is likely to be an Academiof the National Academy. and that honor
a salary of 5.000 rubles per month f o r
a man, then, will make 14,000 rubles a month,
is, even by American standards. quite a
11 the Soviet Union, although there isn't
to buy. it is. of courie, a princely salary. But
hat strikes one particularly is the contrast
the salaries. of other people. A maintenance emee-a
janitor or gardener-at
the same Institute
be making -100 rubles a month. a ratio of something
30 to 1. In the United States. the ratio would be

Political pressure
oviel scientists live very well they have
at least until the recent change of regimes.
able amount of political pressure. One of
st physicists ids under house arrest for
ears a s a result of a fight he had with
leased only about a year ago. He had
ed to do some work at his country estate dur
onfinenlent. His son, who was also a
ght him out some equipment and some
and he was able to do a little work, but it was

may not exist-spherical lightning. These balls of liekitning, which have been seen by various people-often
peasants-are supposed to come rolling down the rhimney and go spinui ig around on the hearth iug. I t is
uncertain whether they exist at all, of course; they aicB
somewhat in the same category as flying saucers.
However, the physicist wrote an excellent scientific
paper showing how. if these t h i n e do t-xkt. tlitly might
be explained h\ certain physical principles. It was cin
extremely ingenious piece of work-but
the great man
could certainly have been better employed during these
7 or 8 years. He is the director of one of the bigge-t
institutes near Moscow, and he is back in his office now.
His salary is 32,000 rubles a month and he has a Zis
limousine vvith a chauffeur who is supposed to be ihe
best driver in Moscow. and he ha5 a fine town house
and a country estate. and so on.
Other physicists didn't receive promotions which were
obviously due to them. because of the political and even
racial prejudices which were prevalent under the Stalin
regime. There were political arrest& and there was. i
feeling of uiiea~inessamong the scientists. A lot of this
seem;- to be changed.

Laughing at Stalin
Many of the people we met expressed a considerable
amount of relief at the change of government, and they
seemed happ! that they were now free to laugh a little
at the Stalin myth. And they do laugh at it. For example.
in the home of one scientist--in the bathroom. where.
let's say in rural America one might expect to find a
Sears Roebuck catalog, one finds the Oflicial Biography
of Stalin and one tears out pages.
Pure physics, which was strangely classified until
two years ago. is now declassified and the Russians
have published their results and are now free to communicate with foreign scientists. Whether all of Russia's
principal physicists will be able to visit foreign countiies
in the near future is another matter. Some of them are
impoitant ones have
allowed to travel. but many of t h ~
not been allowed to do so. It will be interesting to see
whether- in the next year or f-o -they will be able to
accept the invitations they have received fiom the United
States.
I expect that if things continue the wa! they have
been going in the last year or two. the Soviet scientist
will become an ordinary member of the world coinmunity of scientists, producing results, which will be on
the same level as ours. discussing them with us freely,
the West. just as
and making t r i p s ~ w ehope-to
were permitted to visit t h ~ n i .\^le should be delighttbd t~
have them. for they are very good scientists and .teiy
fine people.
"An American Physicist in Mini on," is a transsi ript of u talk
given at Town Hall in 1.05 4ngida on /uric 26. 1956
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Random evidence
that the camp has
something for everybody

raduates in growing fields.. .

8rowing with UNION
CARBIDE

"I'm C l a s of '52. with a B.S. in cheinistry. I wanted to do
research in the atomic energj held. so I went to work at Oak
Ridge hationdl Ldboratory. ~hii.11I~nioiiCarbnic huclcar
Conipanj operate5 lor the AE( :. After two proniotions 1'111
an L4&bo~iite
( h r n i b t . doing resedu'li in special nidleridls
important to the atomic encigj piugrain."

"I'm an electrical engineer. Clas:- of '53. 1 joined hatioiial
Carbon Compai~j.and alter a slioi t oi irsitdtion worked on
prol~lciiii-of i n s t r t ~ r ~ ~ e r ~ t aoit i oautoniatir
n
equipment for the
production of batteries. Now I'm ,issi.-1.i11tlit'ail of the Product
and Process- ('onti 01 Lab.. woikinp in pi oihn t development
with full re~poni-iLilitjfoi ini-pci tion and 111idlitycontrol.'

'I'nl a cheniiral engineer. Class of '53. Two years after 1
joined Linde Air Products Company I was in charge of a group
of engineers and technicians synthesi/ing Mo1t~'ularSieve
adsorlients. I recently transferred to a Development group
exploringapplii~dtionsofthebe neb aikorbent-. and lia\emany
ciistoiiieli- with their problems."
opportunities to help LIINDE

.: ' I
*

:
:

received my B.S. in Chemical Engineering in '51 and my
Masteis iii Business Administration in '54. I went to ~ i o r k
for Lnicm Carbide. and after a year of training at plants
all over the country, I transferred to New h r k as a Purrhasinp Agent. responsible for contract negotiations and
POSI ~ e d i ~ v t i oin
n the purchase of heavy rl~einicals.''

THEY A R E KEY M E N WITH A FUTURE...
I f 1 o n a r e inierebted i n a f u t u r e i n production, development, rebearch. engineering, o r
teclmi(-til !-al<-i-.cli<>ckt h e o p p o r t i ~ n i t i e swith an! Division of Union Carbide. G e t i n t o u c h
w i t h ) o u r college placement officer, o r write direct!) to:

U C C DIVISIONS INCLUDE..

.

*
*

Bakrlite Company * Carbide anil Carbon Chernicalb Company
14d)rii'~Stellite Company

a

Li~nieAir Produrts Cornpan)

q

Flectro Mct~ilurgical~omp,triy
Silicones I)i\ision
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I n d u s t r i a l Relations D e p a r t m e n t
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.!,inus Pauling

Mental Disease

Graduate Dean

UNDER
D I R E C ~ I O N of Lir1n-s Pauline. chairman
of the Division of Chemistry and Chemical Erigineeririg.
a team of scientists ha- now begun to explore the r n o ' ~ cular chemi-try o f mental disease at the Institute. The
research is being underwritten by a five-year $450,000
grant from the Ford Foundation.
T h e basi-s for the new program. according to D r .
Pauling. is "the probability that many c a w of menial
deficiency-perhaps
most of them--are t h e result o f
gene-ror~trolled mental abnormalities. We believe that
significant progre-is can be made in the attack on mentxl
disease by a program of fundamental research einplolirigtthe most powerful technique'- of modern chemistry
in a n effort to understand the causes and workings of
certain abnormal molecules."
fn 1919 Dr. Pauliug and hi-s associates traced the
(au-sc of the hereditary di'-ease sickle-cell anemia hack
to its basic chemical can'-e -a defective molecule in the
blood.
" O u r major e r n p h a s i ~will he o n basic research." say0
Dr. Pauling, '"but we hope lo develop ideas that will
p r o n d e the ba-sis of clinical research on the medical
problem of mental retardation."
Richard Morgan. of the California State Department
of Mental Hygiene. has pointed out that the cost of this
research program would lie repaid if it were to lead
to ({isrweries that wonld reduce by only 50 the number
of hospital IÃˆIYI (now about 200.000) that a r e used
for mentally retarded patients i n the United States.

Wrr n v 'V.~ I A uEY. professor of chemical engineeling. Ã§.h ha-s been dean of graduate "studies a t Calterh
for the past ten years. asked to be relieved of his administrative po-st this summer in order to devote f r i l
time to teaching a n d research in chemical engineering.
H. F. Rohnenblust. profewor of mathematics at Caltech for the past ten years. was therefore appointed ne.i
dean of graduate studies on July 1. Dr. Bohnenbln-t. a
native of Switzerland. received his BS in 1928 at tlif
Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich and hi-; P h D
at F'rir~cpton in 19?>1.
4 graduate of Stanford University. Dr. Lacey joined
the Caltech teaching staff in 1916 and became full professor of cheniical erigirieeririg i r i 19.'51. H e ha- won
wide recognition for his investigations of the properties
and behavior of hydrocarbons and has also exerted preat
influence o n the teaching of chemical erigirieering.
through an approach which erripha'-izrs thorough
;rounding i n physical cherni'-try atid rnathernatic-.
Faculty Changes

NFW MI'MBFRS of the Institute's staff of instruction
and research f o r 1956-57 include:
Charles A. Barnes. senior research fellow in physic'.
from the Lniversity of British Loliirr~hiain (Canada. He
received hi- R A from McMaster [rriiversity in 1943. hi?
MA from the trriiver-^ity of Toronto ;ri 1911 and hi-.
P h D from Cambridge Vnivewity in 1950.

Behind this Sperry engineer you see
a complex development in one of
the nation's guided missile programs.
Can you imagine what it is?

m

Imagination is a valuable trait for
the engineer making his career with
Sperry. For here there are many
challenging opportunities to be met
in such fields as missiles, inertial
guidance, radar, computers, microwaves and gunfire control. And while
you work with the acknowledged
leaders in these fields you can further
your formal education-with Sperry
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paying your full tuition for advanced
or continuing studies.

J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope
Company, Section 1 B5.

Whether you elect to work with
Sperry in its modern plant in Long
Island, or in Florida, California, Virginia or Utah, there is a bright future for you at Sperry, and one
limited only by your own desire to
get ahead.

P.S. In case you

Check your Placement Office for
dates when Sperry representatives
will visit your school. Make it "a
must" to talk with them or write

didn't identify the
equipment shown above, it is
part of an 8 ft. Sperry-designed
radar antenna for long range
missile guidance.

t@2ffO~Â£UPCUMPAMY
Great Neck, New Yorh
Division of Sperry Rand Corporation
BROOKLYN

.

CLEVELAND

. N E W ORLEANS

-

LOS ANGELES *

S E A T T L E . SAN FRANCISCO IN CANADA &PERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY

OF

CANADA

LTD.,

MONTREAL

QUEBEC

Career with
A Future
ODAY,
the graduate of an engineerT i n g or technical school can make
n o more promising choice of careers
than the modern petroleum industry
with its amazing new offspring,
petrochemicals. This is truly the
"industry of the future."

.

Phillips Petroleum Company is one
of America's great integrated oil companies, engaged in exploration, production, manufacturing and distribution of many types of petroleum
products; and Phillips leads in the
fast-growing petrochemical field. The
company is a major factor in the fields
of synthetic rubber, carbon black,
chemical fertilizers, plastics, rocket
fuels and special chemicals. Phillips
also is active in the field of atomic
energy and operates one of the government's major reactor installations.

At Phillips You choose your career
At Phillips you can decide among
many promising careers in an industry
with an unlimited future. And Phillips
policy of "promotion from within"
offers you the opportunity for advancement to positions of increasing
responsibility and importance.
PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM
COMPANY
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

Send this coupon for the new booklet
"Career with a Future," describing
your opportunities with Phillips.

D. R. McKeithan
Technical Employment Con sultant
Phillips Petroleum CompanY
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

Dear Mr. McKeithan : Please send me
let "Career with a Future."

.................. .......
...... ........
City ......................... ...State
.--Name.....

Street and Number..
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ASPHALT is a durable and powerful
bituminous adhesive used in surfacing
more than 80% of the nation's streets
and highways.
With it, engineers build strong, enduring pavements that are smooth and flexible. What's more, Asphalt construction
is fast, simple and low-in-cost.
Asphalt is a natural constituent of
most crude petrolcurna. From them, it is
separated by various distillation processes that also yield gasoline, lubricati n g oil a n d o t h e r refinery products.
Asphalt is a petroleum product a n d is
not to be confused with tar, a black
substance commonly derived from the
destructive distillation of coal.
The chart shows grades of Asphalt
produced by distillation, blending and
oxidation. These r a n g e from watery
liquids to hard, brittle solids.

miles of paved roads
are surfaced with ASPHALT
The semi-solid form, known as Asphalt
cement, is the basic paving material. It
is used in hot-mix Asphaltic pavements
for roads, airfields, sidewalks, parking
areas, dam facings, swimming pools,
industrial floors and other structures
that require paving.
It's tlie basis for membrane linings of
irrigation canals and reservoirs. protective coating on pipe lines, and structural
waterproofing. I n fact, Asphalt cements
are "tailor-made" for literally thousands
of applications, including such every-day
items as tires, battery cases, roofings,
paints, wall boards, electrical insulating
lape and the like.
Liquid Asphaltic materials are likei ~ i s eused extensively. I n the form of
road oils and cutback Asphalts they meet
a variety of demands for botb paving
and industrial applications. Road con-

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, Asphalt Institute Building,CollegePark,Maryland
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struction and specialty applications also
call for ever-increasing quantities of
minute globules
emulsified Asphalts
of Asphalt suspended i n chemically
treated water.
The engineering advances that Asphalt
makes practical warrant your study of
the art and science of using this durable,
economical material.

...

The Summer

...

CONTINUED

College in 1928, and his MA and PhD degrees from
Harvard in 1930 and 1934 respectively.
Basil Gordon, instructor in mathematics. who received
his PhD frorn Caltech in June.
Harold S. Johriston. associate professor of chemistry,
from Stanford University. where he has been associate
professor of chemistry since 1953. He received his PhD
from Caltech in 1918.
Leite loops, qenior reqearch fellow in physics. from
the I. niversity of Brazil. where he is professor of theoretical physics. Dr. Lopes. who is secretary for the
International Conference for Peaceful Use of Atomic
Energv, received his PhD at Princeton in 1946.
Harden 3'. McConnell. assistant professor of physics
and (-hemistry. who received his PhD from Caltech in
1951. For the past four years he ha" been a chemiqt
at the Shell Development Company in Emeryville, Calif.
Peter 44. Miller. assistant director of admissions. from
the Educational T e s t k g Service in Princeton. New Jersey.
Dr. Miller received his AB in 1931 and his PhD in 1939
from Princeton Pniversity.
V . Miyake, visiting professor of geology, from the
Meteorological Research Institute in Tokyo. where he
ha< h ~ e nchief of the geochemical laboratory since 1946.
Dr. Miyake, who received his PhD from Tokyo University in 1940. is known for his extensive research on the
effects of atomic explosions.
W'. Barclay Ray, assistant professor of geology, who
received his BS from Caltech in 1952 and his PhD this
June. He began hi- new duties by taking charge of the
summer geology camp in New Mexico.
The following promotions have been made in the Caltech faculty for 1956-57:

Arthur Code, associate professor of astronomy and
staff member of the Mount Wilson and Palornar Oheprvatoiies, from the University of Wisconsin, where he has
been assistant profes<;or of astronomy since 1953. Dr.
Code received his MS in 1947 and his PhD i n 1950 from
the University of Chicago.
Captain Arthur S. Cooper, assistant professor of air
science and tactics (ROTC) , from the University of
Southern California, where he received his BS in 1950.
Captain Cooper has been assistant professor of air
science at USC since 1953.
Houard M . Dintzis, assistant professor of chernis~ry,
from the Cavendish Laboratory in England. where he
has been o n a National Science Foundation grant for
the pact yeai. Dr. Dir117is received his BS frorn UCLA
in 1918 and his PhD frorn Harvard University in 1953.
Robert Finn. awociate profes~orof mathematics, from
VSC. where he has been assistant professor of mathematics -ince 1954. Dr. Finn received his -BS from
IIenqcelaer Polytechnic Institute in 1943 and his PhD
from Syracuse University in 1951.
Harold Fowler, visling professor of history, from
William and Mary College, where he is a professor of
history. Dr. Fowler received his AB from Dartmouth

T o PROFESSOR
EMERITUS
:
Stuart 1.Bates-Physical Chemistry
James E. BellÃ‘Chemistr
Engineering
Robert, I,. Daugherty-Mechanical
Engineering
William W . Wichael-(.nil

To PROFESSOR:
Leverett Davis, Jr.-Theoretical
Physics
Mechanics
Charles K. DePrima-Applied
Murray Gdl-Mann-Theoretical Physics
Edward B. Lewis- Biology
Jack E. McKce-Sanitary Engirieering

To RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE:
Walter Sch roedcr---Chemistry
ferome Vinosrad - (hemistrv

TO A s s o r n . ~PROFESSOR:
~
Tom M . Apostol--Vatheniatics
F . S. Buffington -Mechanical Engineering
James (;. Davies-Political Science
Paul Longwell-Chemical Engineering
Harold Lurie-Applied Mechanics
Henry Dan Piper-English

To SENIOR
RESEARCHFELLOW:
Harry Rubin-Biology
John M . Teem-Physics
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Challenging new proiects

The latest in scientific equipment

The first man-made satellite t o be launched by the
U. S. in 1957 will be directed into its orbit by an
ultrasensitive missile guidance system developed
and manufactured by Honeywell. And that is just
one of the exciting projects in progress atHoneywe11.
They include new instruments basic to automation,
new firing control systems for national defense
and new concepts in controls for heating and air
conditioning offices, homes, buses, trains and ships.

One of the largest installations of analog computers
in private industry is an example of the kind of
facilities and equipment avadable to Honeywell engineers. This installation has 250 computer amplifiers plus extensive nonl~nearcoinponents and
simulator tie-ins. Equipment hke t h ~ senables our
engineers to tackle confidently projects that are
pushing back frontiers of physical science in fields
that range from automation to the conquest of space.

Inside
Honeywell
A graphic review f,' your
career advantages at t h e
world's leading maker of
automatic conclols.

/

Outstanding associafes

Choice of location

Dr. Finn Larsen, head of the Honeywell Research
Center, directs an extremely capable staff of physical
scientists in fundamental research projects dealing
with semiconductors, solid state and magnetic and
dielectric materials. Working with men like this in
small groups at Honeywell gives you a tremendous
backlog of experience to draw on for aid in developing your own ideas. It stimulates your own
creativity, helps you realize your full potential.

Honeywell's fifteen divisions are located throughout
the United States with factories in Canada, Japan
and Europe. And, whichever division of Honeywell
you choose, you can expect a first-rate salary plus
liberal benefits to insure a prosperous future. Remember this, too. Honeywell's wide diversification
offers opportunities for rapid advancement in a
company whose gronth is not dependent on just
one facet of our countty's technologicd progress.

Send for free booklet
To learn more about Honeywell
opportunities, see our representative
when he next vislts your campus. And
write today for our booklet,
"Your Curve of Opportunity."
Write H. T. Eckstrorn, Personnel
Adm1nisrracor, 2753 4th Avenue South,
Minneapolis 8, M~nnesota.
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First in C ~ n t r d s

applied mechanics, in England for orie vear with the
Office of Naval Research.
Norman Dutlidson, associate professor of chemiqtry,
at Harvard [Jni~ersityin Cambridge. Mats., a< visiting
professor of chemistry until June- 1957.
David Elliott. associate profesqor of hiqtory. for one
year in E n g l ~ n dand on the coritinerit. ~ t ~ ~ d y iinterng
national relations on a Ford Fo~ir~datic~n
Fellowship.
4rrhur Erdelyi. professor of mathematicq, for one
year as visiting professor of applied mathematics at the
Hebrew Vniversity i r ~Jerusalem.

Summer in the Alumni Pool
THE ~ ~ L T E C CAMP[V3
H
u7ed to he a pretty drow.5)spot after the student body took off for the summr1
vacation, hut since the oper~ingof the Alumni Pool laqt
year you'd hardly recogrlize the old place.
During the summer the pool i s open to all employees
of Caltech. the Jet Propulsior~ Lab and the Cooperative
Wind Tunnel, and to all students and alumni. About
1.000 farnily admisqions were sold thiq summer (at $30
for the Ueaqon), and more than 22,000 single admissions were paid during the 12-week program.
The summer program start< about the time most kids
are getting out of school. lr15truction hegins at 9 in ttie
morning. when the competitive swimmers work out, and
this summer there were about 15 in competition for the
Caltech Swim Club, irirluding a couple of k~oys a b o ~ ~ t
16 and two girl? who were only 6 and 7.
Regular classes get under way at 10-and
there is
an advanced. an intermediate and two beginners' groups.
While the youngsters are in the water, special classes
for mothers and synchroni~eclqwirlming instruction for
~ some exercise, are going on, too.
those who feel I I to
Diving classes are held in the afternoon. I911ring the
week the pool is open for recreational swimming from
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

1 p.m. to 9:30 at niglit; 011 weeke~lcts ite> aites~ioon>
only.
Thi3 summer [he j)ool ataff eorisisted of tmo i ~ ~ > t r ~ t c tor> and two lifeguards. (;aItech's swimrni~ig coa(;hWarren [ B e h ) Emery. from the University of Nehra3ka (which he left because it *now3 iherej- w&:
j)ooI super\isor and taught the kid*. Mrb. Jama1t.a (:orre
taught the mothers. The two lifeguardb %ere Tech st11dents who fo11nd that 5un-bathing pays better than soldccing. drafting, surveyirig o r whateler it is that Jot,Average-Techma11 does with his summer.
Twice during the summer. water 5hows were held co
gibe the kids and their mothers a chance to show what
thi*y could do. There were races. cxhihition and ronwdy
diving. and. at the last bhow. two 5etb of 5ibterb who did
a hy~ichronizedswimming routi11e called "Walt~ingKit1 ~ 1 ~ 5 . ~ ~

All ~ I aIJ.
I
the burnrrlet Ma3 a howli~)gsuccesh. Mothers
found it was a geod place to l e a ~ ethe kid> while shopping--a~~deven that it \+as a good place to give birthd a j partie*. There were weekends when it looked like
Coney Island around the pool. and a f e ~foggy dh>s
when it %a* as desolate as a fog-11ound islarld off t11c
coast of Maine.
Only ~ w o1hing3 were reall) wrong with the pool thib
=ummer f q ~ e a k i n gfrom a lifeguard7* perch) - the ]iff,guard tower wab too high for con versa ti or^ with the
cu3ton1ers-a11d there were far too few (:aItecl~ (ja~lghicrs
between 111e age5 of 18 to 21.
A5 further proof that the uholc, (:altecli co~nn~unity
is
benefiting from the A1111nni Pool -during its first contplete stha30n 1111der the ~ k i l l f u lcoaching of IT eh Emery.
the \ar*ity swimming team took the confere11ce chd 1j)ionshi~); 3ince the j~oi)l opened. every kchool recorc-l
has heen 11roker1; and the Caltech team l a d year tied
for the %aim polo championslii]~. 1osi11g 0111) to ( k r .
M hat'* more. O I I ~of our awim~nerswab i11 the O l j n ~ p i c
trials.
starting t11e school year off this fdll. the varsilj

A rig i n one of the experimental test cells a t P & W A 's Willgoos Laboratory. The six large fingerdike devices are remotely
controlled probe positioners used to obtain basic air flow measurements within a turbine. This is one of the techniques
for obtaining scientific data vitally important to the design qnd development of the world's most powerful aircraft engines.

a

.
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i n the field of I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N

Among the many engineering problems relative to
designing and developing today's tremendously
powerful aircraft engines is the matter of accumulating data - much of it obtained from within the
engines themselves - and recording it precisely.
Such is the continuing assignment of those at Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft who are working in the highly
complex field of instrumentation.
pressure^ temperature? air and fuel flow? vibration - these factors must be accurately measured
at many significant points. In some cases?the measuring device employed must be associated with
special data-recording equipment capable of converting readings to digital values which can? in turn?
be stored on punch cards or magnetic tape for data
processing.
Responsible for assembling this wealth of information so vita1 to the entire engineering team at

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is a special group of electronic? mechanical and aeronautical engineers and
physicists. Projects embrace the entire field of
instrumentation. Often involved is the need for
providing unique measuring devices, transducers,
recorders or data-handling equipment. Hot-wire
anemometry plays an important role in the drama
of instrumentation? as do various types of sonic
orifice probes? high temperature strain gagesytransistor amplifiersy and miniaturized tape recording
equipment.
Instrumentation? of courseyis only one part of a
broadly diversified engineering program at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft. That program - with other
far-reaching activities in the fields of combustion,
materials problemsy mechanical design and aerodynamics -spells out a gratifying future for many
of today's engineering students.

fnstrumentation engineer a t Pratt &
Whitney Aircroft is shown investigating
modes of vibration in a blade of a
single s t a g e of a iet engine compressor.

Special-purpose probes designed
a n d developed b y P & W A engineers for sensing temperature,
pressure a n d air flow direction
at criticaE internal locations.

The "P~ottomat", designed by P & W A
instrumentation engineers, records pressure, temperature and air flow directi~n.
It i s typical of a n expanding program in
automotic data recording a n d handling.

World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines

ATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DZvision of

United Aircraft Corporaiio n

EAST H A R T F O R D 8,

CONNECTICUT

s

TL'DENT-BODY president.

THE PHA
by MARTY TANGORA

three-year varsity foofball letterman and all-conference quarterback. threeyear varsity basketball letterman and all-conference
center (and high scorer ) . baseha ll lettermarl. red-headed, pleasant. honor grades.
Sounds like about hou many guys?
Well. these a r e jnst a few of the minor M'rtue-; of
Caltech's Phabulous Phil (.onIey. His real distiticti'or
is in track and field. and h e does so well in his specialty-the
jaielin throw -that he is planning on i
trip to 'Viistralia this fall for the 1956 Olympic'-;.
Because it has been three blue moons and a month
of Sundays since the last Caltech man went to ~ h ?
Olympic's (Glerin Graham was "-ecorid in the pole vault
in 1921. a n d Folke S k o o g r r a n the 1500 meters f o r
Sweden in 1 9 3 2 ) , it is worthwhile investigating j u ~ t
how Phil got to he that way.
T o clear u p the last part. this "red-headed. pleasant.
honor grades" bit was h u n g o n Phil by Sports Zllzist r a t ~ dafter Phil took first place in the National Collegiate Athletic Association annual meet last June. Nobody questions the '"pleasant." but there might be some
doubt as to his being "red-headed. A s for getting "honor
grades." Phil himself asks, "3.51 is A-average. isn't it?"
However, this was Phil-s grade-point average in the third
term of his senior year and should not be considered
entirely typical.
Athletically. just how did this phenomenon come
about?
Well, it all started back in Madera, California, on
August 17. 1934. From there until Phil entered high
school, historical facts a r e lost in a wealth of hazy
legend sprinkled liberally across the countryside hv
his friends and his F l e m i n g H n u s e brothers. The stories
which these "friends' m e to explain P h i l s birth and
childhooci are generally facetious arid probably do not
have their place in a dignified magazine such as this.
When Phil entered Fre-irio High School in 1948 his
promise was not unusually great. He played the piano
but gave u p lessons to go out for R football. He didn't
make the team. Wiping the tears from his eyes. he
proceeded to make a comeback. a n d by graduation from
high school h e had w o n A letters in basketball arid
tennis and B letters in football and track. (No javelin
throwing.) In tennis he achieved i-ignificarit qtatim,: in
his senior year h e played first man o n the varsity and
was runner-up in the San Joaqnin Valley in sirigles.
Besides this. h e made grades which were s o good
that Caltech admitted him i n spite of his being a fourqiort letterman.
So he carrie t o E'asadena and went out f o r football.
basketball. baseball a n d track. This time he didn't m i s ~
a n y teams, standing out in hi' fro& ) e a r in all four
sports. In the javelin throw. which Coach Bert LaRrncherie tried him in (in one of those luckier hunches,
h e was good enough to break the school freshman record
with a throw of 176' 9%'.
CONTINUED O N PAGE 4 6
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ommunications Superhighways of the
Another example of the
pioneering opportunities at
B e l l Telephone Laboratories

Careers with Bell Telephone Laboratories
offer young engineers and scientists the chance
to take part in pioneering exciting new developments in the field of communications-developments that look ahead to the needs of the future.
For example, the Bell System anticipates
greatly increased demands for the transmission
of telephone conversatiom and TV pictures. Communication links of giant capacity will be needed.
Bell Labs scientists and engineers are experi-

Experimental 14 awguide. of tightly coifed copper wile
in jadict, takes n a t e s mound bends. Solid wall pipe
can be used for straight runs.

menting with a new kind of long distance
transmission medium which consists of round
waveguides -empty pipes-and is theoretically
capable of carrying hundreds of thousands of
telephone conversations simultaneously with hundreds of television programs.

A crucial difference between this new waveguide system and present systems is that the
higher the frequency of the waves transmitted,
the less the attenuation. This is exactly the reverse of what is true for other forms of long
distance transmission, such as the coaxial cable.
To explore at frequencies higher than any now
used, Laboratories scientists are devising new
techniques and apparatus. Thus, they have developed a new reflex klystron tube able to generate a wide band of frequencies near 60,000
megacycles per second.
This new waveguide system is another result of the Bell Systenl's unending effort t o
anticipate America's future communications
needs. Projects like this are typical of the challenges that offer absorbing careers to able, imaginative young engineers and scientists. Your
placement officer has more information about
careers with Bell Telephone Laboratories, and
also ~ i t hBell Telephone Companies, Western
Electric and Sandia Corporation.

One type o f guide, designed to be flexible, is bent on zuooden
forms to study r f f r i t of (iniature on transm.iion. 154is
A. C . Beck, Radio Rescwrr11 Ergineci, E.E: R"n.wlacr Polytechnic Institute. Right is 4 P. King, Radio Research Engineer, A.B.in Ph\sic,s and Engineering, California Institute of
Technology.
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Phobulous Phil

...

CONTINUED

Soph year h e picked up varsity letters in all four
sports. the first Techman to win four letters in one year
since 1933. The javelin responded so well to practice
and coaching that Phil broke the Southern California
Conference record as a sophomore with a throw of

199' 21/2".
Records and honors and assorted awards showered
upon him in his junior and senior years, and Mr. Hal
Musselman of the Caltech Athletic Department now
needs five pages to give a detailed account of them.
But being all-conference in three sports, team captain
in the same three, and 4SCIT President to boot sound4
pretty impressive, doesnt it?
Phil's record in the javelin throw is the most impressive of all. In four years at Tech he was never
defeated in a dual meet. In his senior year he was never
beaten by another college man. He broke the varsity
conference record over and over again. In February
of this year his throw of 237' \\W was the farthest
ever recorded in a college dual meet. f i t was Caltech's
only first place in that meet with Occidental.) On
June 15 his throw of 239' 11" in the NCA4 meet
made him official collegiate champion of the United
States.

And finally. climatically. he threw 2W 1" in the

U. S, Olympic Trials to win second berth on the javelin
team for the Melbourne Games. Incidentally, that's
about 30 feet better than anyone else in this conference
has ever thought about.
It would be trite to say that "in spite of all this,
Phil remains his true modest self." However, in spite
of all this, Phil remains his true modest "elf. After all,
you have to be neat to he President; and if Phil hadn't
been "pleasant," Sports Illustrated could have uqed some
other words. like "tall," or "bashful."
Seriously. Phil is as nice a guy as you'll ever hope
to meet-which
doesn't keep him from being ambitious
about the Olympics, of course. Hi? training schedule is
well under way; and early in September he threw 251'
at a pre-Olympic meel in Eugene, Oregon, to give notice
that he's ready for the big competition. Phil will get
a ten-week leave of absence from Procter & Gamble,
where he ha? been working Â¥sinc graduation, in order
to finish training and ship out for the Games.
What's his goal? "f think I'll hit 255' in the Olympic
or before." Phil says. His practice tlirows have been
encoiiraging.
Anybody wanna bet he ran't?

INDUSTRIES T H A T M A K E A M E R I C A G R E A T

STEEL w = =
WHEREVER YOU T U R N

Abundant, durable, versatile and comparatively cheap, steel in its many carbon, alloy and stainless forms is the most useful
of all the metals at man's disposal. Unknown in nature, steel had to be created
by man's ingenuity, from iron ore and
other available natural materials.
Today, an estimated IVz billion tons of
steel are in use in this country. With a
capacity of about 125 million net tons a
year, American steel mills can produce;
close to half the world's annual total. Used
for everything from buildings to pins, the
total applications of steel are almost countless; it is virtually impossible to find a
product that does not depend on steel for
its production or distribution, or both.
Steel's steady growth reflects the importance of its contributions to America's

greatness. Much credit must go to the industry itself, which did not hesitate to execute a bold post-war capacity expansion
program of more than 28 million net tons
at a cost of nearly 6 billion dollars. The
steel companies are carrying on an intensive two-fold program to develop new
sources of ore. While spending hundreds
of millions of dollars to open fields in
Labrador and elsewhere, they are also investing heavily in engineering developments that will make it possible to use
domestic low-grade ores such as taconite.
Interwoven with the history and progress
of steel is the development of steam generation for power, processing and heat.
B&W, through the applications of steam,
has long been a partner in the vital.stee1
industry-has brought to it boiler building

experience covering almost a century, built
on the results of a continuing, intensive
program of research and engineering development. In steel as in all industry,
improvements in steam generation will
continue to make genuine contributions
toward still better products and services.
The Babcock & Wilcox Company, Boiler
Division, 161 East 42nd St., New York 17,
N. Y.
N-201
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The Cali$ornia Division
of Lockheed Aircrafi Corporation
presents its

Master's Degree
Work- Study Program
Graduates in Engineering Mathematics Physics
University of Southern Cal~tornia
University of California at Los Angeles

The program enables you to attain a Master's Degree while
gaining important practical experience on the engineering
staff of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.

ing, Electrical Engineering (Communications or Power),
Mathematics or Physics and members of the Armed Services
who possess appropriate degrees and are being discharged.

The program in ourline:

You are paid 315 of a full-time salary during the school year.
(Salary and work are on a full-time basis during school
hummer vacations.)

YOUcarry at least six units per semester at the University of
California at Los Angeles, University of Southern California
or other approved universities. You work three days per week
on Lockheed engineering o r scientific assignments.
Eligible are U. S. citizens who are graduating with a B.S.
degree in Aeronautical Engineering, Mechanical Engineer-

Additional information may be obtained
from your Placement Officer or Dean
of the Engineering School or by writing
E. W. .Des Lauriers, Employment Manager
and Chairman of the Master's Degree
Work-Study Program,

Culgornia Divisioo

Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation
Bz~rbunk,Cali$ornia
One of Lockheed'b new engineering buildings
where M:&t$r7sDegree Work-Study parti~ipanls
work o n ddbanced airc~aftdevelopn~cnt.
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Tuition, fees and books for a maximum total of 36 units of
full-time study are paid by Lockheed. Travel and moving
allowances are provided those residing outside the Xouthern
Calijornia area.
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Fall Dinner Meeting

C ~ ~ T E C ~FI IA W V I will hold their 1956 Fall Dinner
M e e ~ i r ~or1
g November 8 at Eatoti'q Santa Anita Restaurant at 1150 Weqt ('olorado Street in Pasadena.
Dr. lieiriz Haher. ck~ief qciertce ronwltarit at Walt
Disrley F'rod~~ctiori~.
will q p a k on *'Science Motior~
F'ictures f o r the Futltrc."
Dinner will f)t q e r ~ t dat 7:15 p.m., preceded by a
-0cia1-cocktail period at 6:30 p.m. All alumni a n d their
g l l ~ q t ?ari= invited to attend.
-Williarrr
F . I f a ~ f l i g e r'50
(,h(~irrr~arr.
Fall D i r ~ r ~ e41~eetirfig
r

San Francisco Chapter

THE M E W R I R S of the Sari Francisco Chapter of the
Alurnr~i Asqociatiort arid t h i r wives were the guests of
Mr. and Mrq. I < o h r t Rowrrtar~,'26. at a qwimming party
a r ~ dk~whecueheld at their (;oricord home or1 Saturday.
S-pter~nher I. After the riomir~ating cornmittee'q repoit,
officerq were e l e c t ~ d for the followirig year.
-

I

.IULPS F . &layer. '40. M.5 '41

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
\Vlfllarn F Nash, Jr

'38

VICE-PRESIDENT
Willi? R Ponatlue, J r , 'id

SECRETARY
Donald S C l a ~ k 29
TREASURER

G e w g ~B Kolmt% '38

BOARD OF DIRECTCRS
Robe-! H E m g a y 30
uk~esier '$1 Llndqoy 35
J O ~ 8
I
F e e 51
rohq E Osborn 39
Fdward F F l ~ i s c t>, r 43
R~ctinrd H Jahne 35
R I Ca~ d W Ste izei 21

ALUMNl CHAPTER OFFICERS
N E W YORK CHAPTER
President
E Morton Holland 36
A. G Edwards & Sons 501 Lex~nutori>venue, Xew York 17
Vice-president
Albert E Myera '29
53B Rock Road, Glen Rork, New Jersey
Secretary-Treasurer
Frank F Scheck 48
P e n n ~ e Edmonds, Morton, Barrow- & r a f l o r ,
2 4 f Park P.ven~e, New York

C H I C A G O CHAPTER:
Presidenl
Donald H L o u q h r ~ d g s'23
Northwestern TechnoIogical Instllute Evanston
Vice-president
Robert L J a n e s '36
Armour Research Foundat~on C h ~ c a g o
Secretary-Treasurer
Lawrence H Nobles '49
Northwestern Un~versity,Evarlston

W A S H I N G T O N , D.C. CHAPTER:
President
Howard W Goodhut 24
U S Army Corps of Engineers Clff~re,Chlef of Enqlneers
Secretary-Treasurer
Paul B Strerkewald '39
10414 Drumm Pvenue, Kensriqtori Maryland

SACRAMENTO CHAPTER.
President
Herbert H Deardorff '30
Slate D:v~s~onof H ~ g h * ~ a y 1120
N" Street, S a p a m e n t o
Vice-president
W a y r ~ e MacRostie '42
State VIoter Project Authority, Sacramento
Secretary-Treasurer
Robert K Breece '47
State Div~sion of H ~ g h w a y s , Design Department,
Box 1499 Sacramento

S A N FRANCISCO CHAPTER
President
Warr~son W S ~ g v r o ~ t'44
h
C a l ~ f o r n ~Recea-ch
a
C o r n o ~ t ~San
o ~ ~Franc~sco, Cal>f
Vice-president
D o n d d E Loefiler 40
Shell 011 Company lvfart~nrz Calif
Secretary-Treasurer
Iules F Mayer '40
Ca11fo-n~aResearch & D ~ v e l o ~ m e n
Company
t
L ~ v e m o r e ,C a l ~ f
Mect~ngs I ~ f o r m a lluncheons every ~ b u r s d a i
Fratern~tyC l ~ b 3, 4 Bush St S a n F r a n c ~ s c o

48

$ A N DiEGO CHAPTER:
Chairman
Maurice B Ross "24
3040 Udal Street, San D ~ e g o6, Calif
Secretary
Frank John Dore, Jr. '45
Con3011dated V ~ ~ l t ePircraft
e
Corp , Sari Diego
Pro ram Chairman
Herman S Englander '39
U
Navy Electronics Labara*ory
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RCA Weather Radar screen shows approach of storm,

Screen guides pilot around turbulent area.

eather

nd spee

All's well as plane leaves storm behind,

ar adds comfort

to your flight

No longer need you, as a traveler of
the sky, experience the discomfort of
bouncing around during storms. If
your plane is equipped with RCA
Weather Radar, you enjoy comfort
and speed throughout.
For supersensitive RCA radar peers
miles ahead of' the plane t o give your
pilot advance warning of weather disturbances. T h e signals on its screen
then point the way to a smooth course
around storm areas.
T h e electronic leadersllip behind
Weather Radar is inherent in a11 RCA
products and services. And a t the

David Sarnoff Research Center of
RCA, Princeton, N. J., scientists continue to explore new "Electronics for
Living"-electronics
that make life
easier. safer, happier.
WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER?
RCA offers careers in research, development, design, and manufacturing for
engineers with Bachelor or advanced
degrees in E.E., M.E. or Physics. For
full information, write to: Mr. Robert
Haklisch, Manager, College Relations,
Radio Corporotion of America, Camden
2, N. J.

LEADWG AfR LINES instaffing RCA Weather
Radar include American Airlines, Continental Air
Lines, Pan American World Airways, Trans World
Airlines lnc., United Air Lines; and these European
Air Line%Air France, BOAC, Iberia Air Lines of Spain,
Sabena Belgian World Airlines, Swissair;Mexicana.

RADiO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
E L E C T R O N I C S
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systems. The initial unit of the plant, located in a 640-acre
site in suburban Denver, Colorado, will be completed next
spring and will contain approximately 150,000 square feet.
PROJECTS Our current military contracts support a broad
range of advanced work in the fields of modern communications, digital computing and data-processing, fire control and navigation systems, instrumentation and test equipment. In the guided missile field, Ramo-Wooldridge has
technical direction and systems engineering responsibility
for the Air Force Intercontinental and Intermediate Range
Ballistic Missiles. Our commercial contracts are in the fields
of operations research, automation, and data processing.
All this development work is strengthened by a supporting
program of basic electronic and aeronautical research.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL The above
curve shows the growth in Ramo-Wooldridge personnel
which has taken place since our Progress Report one year
ago. A significant aspect of this growth is the increase in
our professional staff which today is made up of 150
Ph.D:s, 240 M.Sk and 3 10 B.Sk or B.Ak Members of the
staff average approximately ten years' experience.
FACILITIES Within the past few months, construction has
been completed at our Arbor Vitae complex, which now
consists of eight modern buildings of 350,000 square feet,
four of which are illustrated at the bottom of the page.
Nearby is the R-W flight test facility, including hangar,
shop, and laboratories, located on a 7-acre plot at Inter~ a t i o n aAirport.
l
To provide additional space for our continuing growth,
construction has been started on an entirely new 40-acre
Research and Development Center, located three miles
from the Arbor Vitae buildings. The photograph above is
of a model of the Center, which we believe will be one of
the finest research and development facilities in the country. The first three buildings, now under construction, will
total 250,000 square feet.
A second major construction program is underway on a
manufacturing plant for quantity production of electronic

A s we look back on our first three years of
corporate history, we find mzlch to be grateful for. A wide
variety of technically challenging contracts have come to
crs from the military services and from business and irtdtistry. We have been fortunate in the men and women who
a comhave chosen to join us in the adventure of b~~ililing
pany. We are especially h r ~ p yabout the seven hundred
scientists and engineers who have associated themselves
with R-W. Their talents constitute the really essential ingredient o f our operations. We plan to keep firmly in mind the
fact that the continued success o f The Ramo- Wooldridge
Corporation depends on our maintaining an organizational
pattern, a professional environment, and methods of operating the compariy that are unusually well suited to the
special needs of the professional scientist and engineer.

THE FUTURE

The Ramo-WooIdridge Corporation
S 7 S O ARBOR V I T A E ST.
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L O S A N G E L E S 4s. CALIF-

ENGINEERING AND

F O R S T U D V AT HARVARD
A N D M. 1. TmIN 1957-5s

The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established
to contribute to the technical development of scientists
and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity
to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are
accepted as graduate students by Harvard or M.I.T.,
to pursue, a t Raytheon's expense, regular courses of
study leading to a master's degree in science or engineering in the institution of their choice.
The Program requires, in general, two or three semesters of study, depending on circumstances, with the
summer months spent in the Company's research, engineering, or manufacturing divisions. I t includes full
tuition, fees, book allowances and a salary while a t
school. Students also receive health, accident, retirement and life insurance benefits as well 8s annual
vacation and other privileges of full-time Raytheon
employees.
To be considered for the Program, applicants must have
a bachelor's degree in science or engineering, and should
have outstanding student records, show techn cal promise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They
must be under 30 years of age on S e p t e ~ b e r15 of thc
year admitted to the Program. They may apply for
admission to the Program in anticipat:on of becoming
employees of Raytheon.
YOU ARE INVITED T O ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY
to Dr. Ivan A. Getting, Vice President, Engineerin,.
and Research, outlining your technical backgrounu,
academic record, school preference, and field of interest,
prior to December 1, 1956.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS

Letters
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CONTINUED

Dr. Feynman replies to
Mr. Sohler's "New Hypothesis."

M

for America's young
engineers with capacity for
continuing achievements in
radio and electronics

Today, engineers and physicists
are looking a t tomorrow from the
top of this tower
the famed
Microwave Tower of Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories
. . a great development unit of
the world-wide, American-owned
International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation.
Here, too, is opportunity for
the young graduate engineers of
opportunity to be
America .
associated with leaders i n the
electronic field.. t o work with
the finest facilities
to win recognition. to achieve advancement commensurate with
capacity.
Learn more about this noted
Tower of Opportunity its longrange program and generous employee benefits. See your Placement Officer today for further information about FTL.

.. .

.

..

.

..
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INTERESTING
ASSIGNMENTS INRadio Communication Systems
Electron Tubes
Microwave Components
Electronic Countermeasures
Air Navigation Systems
Missile Guidance
Transistors and other
Semiconductor Devices
Rectifiers * Computers Antennas
Telephone and
Wire Transmission Systems

A Division of International
Telephone andlelegraph Corporation
500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N.J.

R. SOHLER presents us with

another theory about why we
should not make others suffernamely, that if we do, our own soul
will suffer in a later reincarnation.
But that souls are reincarnated is not
certain, and it seems to me that the
idea would imply many metaphysical
consequences.
Mr. Sohler also suggests that his
hypotheses lead to verifiable consequences. for he says that it is high
time science went to work to verify
this "new hypothesis." So he wants
to tell us what to find before we look,
and it is this characteristic demand
of religious theory which, I maintain, represents a conflict with the
spirit of science.
Suppose that, after whatever scientific tests Mr. Sohler envisages are
made, it turns out that his hypotheses
are not verified. Suppose, let us say,
they are even proved wrong. Would
we then go out and make our neighbors suffer, being now released from
the fear of retribution in a future
reincarnation?
Everybody knows that somehow it
is wrong to do that, but why is it
necessary to get the strength to do
good from a metaphysical theory of
things which may eventually be in
conflict with what is scientifically
discovered?
That is the question I raised in
rny article. It is not answered by
choosing a particular religion from
West or East and claiming that its
metaphysical consequences must be
verified by future scientific research,
while those of other religions are
manifest absurdities. That is the old
way.
What message would Mr. Sohler
have for someone who doubts the
reality of reincarnation? Our scientific experience teaches us that any
definite theory of the world that we
can formulate today i s probably
wrong. We ought to be able to live
even better lives, knowing that.

if you're feeling very well

or i f you're feeling queerly

i f it's living you want most

1
have a checkup yearly
Many cancers can be cured if
detected in time. That's why
it's important f o r you t o have
a thorough checkup, including
a chest x-ray f o r men and
a pelvic examination f o r
women; each a n d every
year.
no matter how
well you may feel.

l

..
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Another engineering first-the
-

Boeing jet transport-tanker

The KC-135, shown on the production
lines of Boeing's Transport Division, is
America's first jet transport-tanker. It
gives the Air Force a refueling craft that
matches the performance of today's jetdfc fighters and bombers. In its transport
role, the KC-135 becomes our defense
forces' first personnel and critical-cargo
carrier geared to the speed and altitude
demands of jet-age operations.

At Boeing, production engineers find
the kind of challenge that helps them
grow in professional stature. They enjoy the satisfaction of working on such
nationally important projects as the B-52
eight-jet intercontinental bomber, the
707, America's f i r s t jet airliner. Guided
missiles, supersonic and nuclear-powered
aircraft are other Boeing projects with a
long-range, exciting future.

Boeing production engineers -who
helped turn out 8 8 8 piston-driven tankers
in this same Trdnhport Division plant are now working full time on jet-powered
aircraft. Boeing's bigaand growing backlog of orders for both commercial and
military aircraft creates constantly expanding opportunities for production engineers of all t)pes - civil, mechanical,
electrical, aeronautical, industrial.

Here's some measure of your advancement potential at Boeing: during the last
10 years, the number of Boeing engineers
has increased 400%. With that kind of
growth, there are always opportunities for
advancement. They could be your opportunities, for Boeing promotes from
within. Every six months a merit review
gives you an occasion for recognition,
advancement, increased income.

At Boeing, you live in progressive,
young-spirited communities, with good
housing and recreational activities. You
work with men outstanding in the world
of engineering, on projects of tremendous
importance to Â¥youcountry. You look
forward to one of the most liberal retirement plans in the industry. There's job
stability, and a limitless future, at Boeing
-in production, and in design and research as well.
For further Boeing career informafion
consult your Plocemeni Office or write:

-

JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 24, Wash.

F. B. WALLACE, Staff Engineer - Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas
A. J. BERRYMAN - Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Melbourne, Florida

Aviation leadership since 1916
Seattle, Washington
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Wichita, Kansas

Melbourne, Florida
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Harold A. Blink \tritt,s tliiii he ietircd
a i a i-chool teal IICI 111 Jiuic, 1955, aftei 36

1923
1922
Rulstun E. Bear I-, nott niaiiager of dl>liihutoi and c o n t r i ~toi -dlei foi the .-.outliern C~lifoiniiiarea ut t h e Oeneral Elec-

Uuriuld H . L,oughridge, Phi) '27, lornierl) dean of the Technological lli.-tltiite
at Northwes-tern Unkersitj in Eiarii-ton,
lllmoifc, is nevi tpecidl e;ieu.iti\e ar~sii-tant
on the G e i w ~ a l Motorb ie~e'irch staff at
thrii l i t - w Technicdl C e n t e ~ in Detroit.

l{LI$$~llj . l . o b i 2 is I l U r t 111 bl~?ine;-!;-fol
l~ininelf aI o n i - u l t i ~ i ~ ~ ~ i111
~ i hian
i~~ei
Frdin isw. He ~pt-i.
idluci- in p i o d u ~t and
~ method% arid
piot ei-t. dvaign, i c]?t ~ e t f utiori
llldLl:llldl ~ d f e t j Ht~vviltt+: 'Â¥Sllle 1110M11g
licit, II'w ht-en <"iijoying (lie 'neeklj ( I T

d9. i i ~ appointed
d u n tor ni iesearc11 at
the 1\11 Donnell A m I aft (Aorporation in
'31 l.oui+ tin;- tummei. 41 v a ? foin~erl}
i t the [ I '3. 411 Font- H e a d y u a i t e i ~when-
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VC
CONDUCTOR

I
COLORED JUTE
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onductor Varnishe
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IMPERVIOUS
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1
INTERLOCKING
ARMOR

ambric Insulated

- 5000 Volts

This construction of Power Cable provides speed and economy of installation indoors as well as outdoors as it can be attached to building
surfaces or run in trays or racks, or hung from steel supporting cables
between buildings.

TRENTON, N E W JERSEY
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SOFT, SPRWGY FOAMS
and

FACT- FINDING CHEM/CALS

New urethane plastic foams have a mushrooming future.
You'll find them everywheie - in your home as durable
furniture upholstery, resilient carpet underlays, warm
quilts and washable toys.
In laboratories, researchers rely on the purest chemical
reagents to develop products like urethane for modern
living.

S HOW THEY'RE

Allied Chemical is in both laboratory and home. Allied's
General Chemical Division markets over 1000 BAKER
& ADAMSON
reagents and fine chemicals, while National
Aniline Division makes NACCONATE
isocyanates, the key
ingredient of urethane.
Another example of how the Company's sexen producing
divisions are allied to serve you better.

T R A D E M A R K PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

Baker & hdamson Reagents
Arcadian Fertilizers
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0

Solvay Hydrogen Peroxide

Barrett Pipeline Enamels

A-C Polyethylene * Nacconate Isocyanates

*

Mutual
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of a SPECTACULAR ST
Special

Steels
Armament

for
Industrq
for the
Home

An electric furnace puts on a terrific show when we drop in a charge (as
above) but it's only indicative of the great performance the steel will give
later in service. For these are the high-alloy steels, stars of the metal
world . . , the steels that give you so much more than they cost in resisting
corrosion, heat, wear or great stress-or in providing special electrical
properties. That may be the field you'd like to enter in your business life.
In any case, remember that whenever a finer steel is needed t o cut costs,
improve quality, or add sales appeal, we're the people t o see. Allegheny

Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
WSW 6107

PIONEERING on the Horizons of Steel

Allegheny Ludlum
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

a combination hard t o match...ANYWHERE!

I

i
1-

Important, interesting
work

Congenial Associates

n
Creative Opportunity

High Professional
Standing

Finest Facilities

AMERICAN
AVIATI

- Advancement on Merit

The factors that make the difference between a satisfactory job and
a rewarding career are hard to describe, but easy co recognize. We
believe you find them in full measure in any one of these exciting
fields at North American :

MISSILE DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERING

ROCKETDYNE
DIVISiON O F NORTH AMERICAN AJIATION, INC.

Over 100 sub and major projects under
way, including the SM-64 Navaho Intercontinental Missile.

The mightiest propulsion plants ever built
-large, liquid propellant rocket engines,
the power for outer space.

AUTONETICS

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL

DIVISION O F NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC,

DIVISiON OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC,

Electro-mechanical systems for missiles and
aircraft-automatic flight and fire control,
inertial guidance and navigation, advanced
computer techniques.

A complete organization, engaged in every
phase from research t o production on
nuclear reactors for power, industry, medicine and research.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR:
Aerod ynamicists
Thermodynamicists
Dynamicists
Stress Engineers
Structural Test Engineers
Flight Test Engineers
Electrical & Electronic Engineers
Power Plant Engineers
Research & Development Engineers
Weights Engineers
Environmental Test Engineers
Instrumentation Engineers
Fire Control Systems Engineers
Flight Control Systems Engineers
Civil Engineers
Design & Development Engineers
Test Engineers

Equipment Design Engineers
Engine Systems Engineers
Reliability Engineers
Standards Engineers
Hydraulic, Pneumatic & Servo Engineers
Mechanical, Structural & Electrical Designers
Wind Tunnel Model Designers & Builders
Physicists
Chemists
Metallurgists
Ceramicists
Computer Application Engineers
Automatic Controls Engineers
Inertial Instrument Development Engineers
Preliminary Analysis & Design Engineers
Systems Engineers
Armament Engineers
Servomechanism Engineers

Weight Control Engineers
Aero-Thermodynamicists
Aeroelasticity Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Structures Engineers
Controls Engineers
Rubber Compounding Engineers
Computer Specialists
Electro-Mechanical Designers
Electronic Component Evaluators
Electronics Research Specialists
Computer Programmers
Electronic Engineering Writers
Mathematicians
Electronics Technicians
Specifications Engineers
Engineering Drawing Checkers
Air Frame Designers

For more information write: College Relations Representative, Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20Col.,

12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California
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the Iristitut Paqteur -studying the mating
of bacteria as seen in the P!(Ytron mir roqeopf.. 'roni w r i t f ~ :' W e aif lucky enoiigh
to h a l f a nice upartment on a hill overlooking Paris. Our c hilriren, Timrriy. 11,
and Je-sir. 9. arc going to French school,
in which they are the orilv kids that \peak
Engli-ih. T h e t ' r ~ learning French iapidlv
and hine main friend-." '[cirri \+rite< that
a f t t r i 'nrnmer tour of Europe, he will
work on '1 G~~gperihetrnFellow~liip until
Jannarv u l w i he arid hi< farnih will return to Philiulelphia wheri- ht is a-isndate
profe'-'-or of h i o p h ~ q i t - i t thfb Uni\frc:ty
of Penn-vhania.

school sophomore; Sue, 10, has just finibhed sixth grade; and the yonngeat. Chunk,
has juqt started in kir~derg~iiten.

1934

If illiam

. M(Facftirn

i< no\% eieriitise
ic P president of the H3 i o n Vtannfat t~irin';
( ompanv in I ' i ~ a d e n a , Bill ?la+ lieen with
the r o m w n ? smge 19W.
(

C[iiti\ f,nrtelvoii. niuiagvr of (,enera1
Petroleum ( orporation's Fernclale Refinery
in Washinaton. liar] thi- interesting experience of ^tatting tip a nfhw refinery with all
its heartar he-!, hradac he< arid satiqfar tions,
he wiitei. The ( oi teIjoii'- hale four rhildren-David. the eldest. iq plannine to go
to the Dni\ersitl of W:I-hir~gton npxt
year; clitiighter Saricl~~i.15. i= a high

OVER

frequently plai togettit'r.

Yew
h ~ k TTriiwr-itys
(allege o f
~
~
~
Rriein~eririg. i< now .it Y:ile iTniiersity
"hi-re t i f a i- chitirn1~1ri of thf department
of rrit r hanivil t,r~girif>erir~g.

Prtir If . If. S t rrrll. Mq "39. partner in
the firm of Sandberp-Scnf 11 ( orporation.
wiitc-i from F'aiaderia thnt he and hi-; wife.
k a t h l f f n Crater of Kenneth Wndei'ih '39)
h a t e four ~ I a i i g h t e r ~ ~ B a r b a 15,
r a . Beverly.
IF!. Elaine. 10. and Elizabeth. 8. H e cays
that in t h e i ~spare time, he and his wife
run a t ~ \ i s e n i c e (striitly pri%ate), do
Girl S(out R oi k. w i m . sail and w atch
the children grow. Pete sailed to Honolulu
in the Transpa( ifii racf last -pring.

Murk frm>hi~
i
Fovft'r. Phf). %a^ appointed i r i \iig'ii=t :I. il~rector of research
for the ( ro-It-> Gri\errirnent Product'
Division of ttÃ§ i w o M u n i i ~ : ~ c t ~ ~ r iGariig
poiiition in E ~ e n r b l r , Ohio. He wa< fnrrnerly lie'iil of the rJculoprnent dixi-inn
of the Coinell ieronautiial Liiboiatory in
Buffalo, New York. M';liL hi- d f t - and
their three chilclren. art now, living in
C in( innati.

~ l l i ~ , H~
~~i~.
that ~
~janes
) 3f,, l
uq 'tt. l i t r <
bly on the
1 th(il chilciterl
i n e:irtl famill

1937
Fn\ter C. R c n n ~ t t .MS. chief of the Dow
hernit al ( ornpany's rrwtalliirgi( a1 laboratory, ifceived the annual Willard H. Dow
Memorial Vivard in 'Vugu-t. The award
Mas given to Footer for outstanding re-

(

14 BILLION REVOLUTIONS
..and still going strong

This Pope-built motorized grinder wheelhead,
equipped with its original Fafnir Super-Precision Ball
Bearings, has totaled over 14 billion revolutions, operates at 72,000 rpm. Used for grinding the races of
extra-precision ball bearings, this wheelhead is still
in production-line service.
Fafnir engineers worked with Pope Machinery Cornpany in selecting bearings for this high-speed wheelhead. The specification of Fafnir ball bearings plus
their remarkable record of performance, demonstrates
how Fafnir keeps pace with machine tool progress..
and why more and more engineers look to Fafnir
for help with bearing problems. The Fafnir Bearing
Company, New Britain, Conn. ( 2 3 Branch Offices)

.
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search on rnaane=iurn die ranting technologv ovi'r a five-year period. He's been
w t h the company ciriie 1937 after three

The Fafnir Bearing Company
consists of six plants
all
located in or near New Britain,
Connecticut. M a n u f a c t u r i n g
space (including a new instrument bearing division) totals
more than 1,250,000 square feet.
lacked by the extensive production and research facilities
of a company recognized as
one of the foremost in its field,
Fafnir engineers have enjoyed
a long-standing reputation as
bearing experts serving not just
one or two, but oil fields of
industry.
Perhaps Fafnir offers you the
opportunities you want in engineering and sales engineering. We'd be glad to hear from
you.

-

I

1

,

I

r

I
MOST COhWLETE LINE fN AMERICA

Q ~ C J I I at

1939

Warren Ei. V ilson. MS. former!) p r o f ~ s sor o f engineering ~ d u r a t i n na t the Permsvivania State Cniver*ity, is now dean of
the school of engineering at P i a t t Institute
in Brooklyn, NW York.

1940
Jnik T i t l n x i ~ and Robert S. Ray, MS
"11, were 110th elected x i ( P president-i a n d
rnernhera of the boiird of directors and evecutive cornrnittee
Rrea ~ t i e n i i c a * I~ ~
. c,,
in I oq A n g e l e ~ .
rack hac been with the cornr~any as

!)niras;h E. Niiglc ic mm in the phyiics
rlivi~ion of the TInivf>r-ity ol California's
F o-i Alamos S c ~ e n t i f iI~aboratorv in New
Mexi( o.

1941
Cnrl i f rrrlqon write- that < i F t ~ seven
r
years of field r n r i ~ t r t ~ t i oa-s
n a field enginf-er <ind a*-i~taritC U D C rinterirlent f o r C. F.
Braun a n d Company, h r has now settled
down in their home office in Alhambra.
Carl was married in 1950 to Patricia Morse
i n Winnipeg, Canada. T h e Carlsons have a
diiughter, Judith Grace, who will be a
year old in November.
Reuhf'n P . Sno[lgr(rss MS '42, wa? recentlv appointed dire(tor of flight research
in the aeronautical equipment division of

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

we're in

An AC* ENGINEER TELLS HIS STORY
Working at AC, THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS is exciting

...challenges every

inch of my engineering ingenuity, currently I am working on a phase of the Inertial Guidance System
Program. A month or two ago I was equally absorbed in our Jet Engine Fuel Control Program. I am
certainly growing ENGINEERING "KNOW-HOW-WISE" and my salary checks reflect it. I started at a
good salary..

. have had regular increases in salary and position ... gosh, I like it here.

AND, I enjoy AC'S MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAM, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

I attend evening

classes and AC is paying my tuition and with no strings attached.

My family enjoys Milwaukee too. Here in cool, southern Wisconsin we have endless miles of swimming
beaches, parks, playgrounds that are ours for the asking. We have the cultural and shopping advantages
of the big city in a community long known for its small town hospitality.

P.S.

AC's Permanent Expanding Electronic Program provides openings for more
Mechanical, Electrical Engineers and Engineering Technicians. Even "square pegs"
are provided "square holes" at AC.

Write today in strictest confidence to my friend, Mr. J. F. Heffinger, Supervisor of Salaried Personnel.

*AC

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin

*

Flint 2, Michigan
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A LOOK
AT FUTURE
DESIGN
How to prepare for ifr

N

EEDS for e v e n more efficient m a -

c h i n e r y a r e d a i l y p r e s e n t i n g new
d e m a n d s o n t h e ingenuity o f m a c h i n e
designers. I n t h e s a m e way, p r o d u c t s
themselves m u s t incorporate even
g r e a t e r economies in m a t e r i a l s a n d in
m a n u f a c t u r e to h e l p keep p a c e w i t h
t h e pressures o f g r o w i n g competition.
This t r e n d i n d e s i g n t h i n k i n g , t h e r e f o r e , poses a promising c h a l l e n g e to
t h e s t u d e n t engineer.
R a p i d s t r i d e s in t h e u s e of welded
s t e e l c o n s t r u c t i o n p o i n t the w a y t o a
b r i l l i a n t o p p o r t u n i t y t o pioneer new
c o n c e p t s in t h e f i e l d o f p r o d u c t d e s i g n
engineering. Fundamentally, steel its e l f is t h e m o s t e c o n o m i c a l m a t e r i a l
f o r m a n y p r o d u c t s , b a s e d on s t e e l ' s
i n h e r e n t l y high s t r e n g t h , r i g i d i t y and
low c o s t . The c h a l l e n g e , of c o u r s e , is
how t o u t i l i z e t h e s t e e l t o its m a x i m u m
advantage.
Here welding holds t h e a n s w e r to
n e w s a v i n g s in c o s t o f m a n u f a c t u r e .
New w e l d i n g e l e c t r o d e s , n e w welding
t e c h n i q u e s being i n t r o d u c e d a l m o s t
d a i l y o f f e r new a v e n u e s to o b s o l e t e
p r o d u c t i o n m e t h o d s o f long standing.
T y p i c a l s a v i n g s through t h e u s e o f
w e l d e d s t e e l a r e shown in t h e followi n g example.

All-welded headstock for power drive

is made from 16 gauge sheet. Estimated t o be 20% more rigid, weigh
28% less, cost 44% less than cast iron
design. Photo courtesy Oster Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

It is t o y o u r a d v a n t a g e t o keep p a c e
w i t h the progress o f welding techn i q u e s . Y o u c a n s t a r t w i t h helpful
m a n u a l s and b u l l e t i n s a v a i l a b l e to
you by writing.

..

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dept. 6200, Cleveland 17, Ohio
The World's Largest Manufacturer of
Arc Welding Equipment
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the Sperry Gyroscope Company in Long
Island. New York. He's been with the
company since 1948 when he worked for
them as a test pilot.
Quentin Elliot. MS "42. recently joined
the New Products Division of the Minneiota Mining and Man~tfarturing (company
in St. Paul, Minnesota. He was formerly
head of the propellants and explosive^ department at the (7. S. Naval Ordnance
Test Station at China Lake. California.
Keirn Zehb. MS '42. APE '43, chief of
the aerodynamicÂ department at the Southern California Cooperative Wind Tunnel,
was appointed staff e x e r u t i v ~ enginper
this ciimmer. Keith started his career at
GALCIT in 1937 as a part-time student
employee and moved on to CWT in 1944.
The Zebbs have three children-Roddy.
7,
Ruth, 5. and Barbara. 5 months.
Paul Fnutt is now supervisor of manufacturing economics of the General Petroe i i m Corporation i n Los Angele~. Paul,
who was an economics enginper until hi"
promotion, has heen with the rompany
since 1941.

1942
John K. Divon is engineer-in-charge of
the development section of 4llis-Chalmers'
steam turbine department. John has been
with the company since 1942, first in connection with airplane supercharger work
and later with marine and navy turbines.
George Holzman, PhD '48, who has
spent the last two years in New York as
a senior t e c h n ~ l o ~ i sin
t the Shell Oil
Company's manufacturing research department, returned this year to the company's
plant in Emeryville. California, as snpervisor of the petroleum rhemktry department.
Robert Greenuood writes from Houston.
Texas, where he i s assistant professor of
geology at the University of Houston:
'"After nearly four years as a geologist
and roving factotum in Brazil. we ramp
hack to the U.S.4. via England in 1953,
and taught temporarily at the Michigan
School of Mines. We've been in Houston
since 1954. This summer I'll be developing a uranium property in Montana for
some Houston interests." The Greenwoods
have two girlc, 7 and 2. and a hoy, 4.
Gershom R. Makepeace is president and
general manager of the Sandshell Cnrporation in Santa Clara, California. Gerry and
three engineering associates organized the
company about a year ago. They manufacture shell molded precision castings in
non-ferrous metals and provide specialized
engineering services to Bay Region industry. Gerry was formerly head of the propellants and explosives department a t the
Naval Ordnance Test Station i n China
Lake, California.

1943
Charlpx P . 'itriikland write9 that E&S
(April) was not quite up-to-date on his
recent activities. A s well as daughter
'Vnita. 9. the Strickland? have a son. Freddie, 2, and they h a v ~moved from Alhambra to Pasarlena. ('hailes is industrial
-ale" engineer with the Y m k (orporation
in Los Angel~c.

1944
(S-regorv 0. fining. MS '47, who has
been an enginepr at the Hnghp= Aircraft
Company in ( ulier ( itv, ("alifoinia, for
the past nine years, p a w d his final oral
examination for a PhD in electrical engineering last August at USG. He joins the
US(, faculty this fall as awociate professor of electrical engineering. ('reg has
been a part-time instructor since 1952.
Wilbur M. Swanson. V[S '48, ME '51,
writes that after spending four years a t
Case Institute of Terhnology in Cleveland
teaching aern and mechanical ~ngineering
while working for a Phi), he married the
how'. secretary in 1954 and left the next
year for a joh with the DuPont experimental station in Wilmington, Delaware.
Milt i i doing fluid mechanic'! and process
dynamic= work in the chemical engineering section.
Donald A. Keating. manager of the
transportation products division of Turco
Products, Inc., i n Los Angeles, has been
with the company now for lOlh years. The
Keatings have three children-Richard
Alan, 5%, Ruswl Brian, lg, and Pamela
Gail, 3 months.
Francis Odeil, who is president of his
own company, Metal Surfaces, Inc., in
Huntington Park, California, writes: "I
married Mrs. Kay B. Smith in September
1955 and now have two fine sons, John
and Craiq, ages 4 and 5." The Odells live
in South Pasadena.

1945
John S. Jackson, Jr., MS '54, head of
the srienre department at Campbellsville
College in Kentucky, has a new appointment as assistant profescor of electrical engineering at the University of Kentucky
in 1.exington. The .Tark=ons have a daughter, Jane (arolyn, horn last March.
Edward R. Elkn is head of the missile
rocket project in the development department of the liquid engine division of the
Aerojet-General Corporation i n 4zusa,
California. The Elkos had a Â¥'o in March
which brings their family up to four (two
boys and two girl'i).
Merritt A. Williamfon, MS, manager of
the research division of the Burroughs
Corporation, and special lecturer on research administration a t the University
of Pennsylvania, wa-ppointed
this summer as dean of the college of engineering

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

A L C O A WANTS YOU
Herevsa book that tells about
exciting career opportunities
in every branch of engineering
The opportunities at Alcoa are so many, so
promising, so rich in recognition it took a book
to tell the story. And Alcoa wants you to have
a copy.
If you choose a career with Alcoa, you'll get
intensive training from the men who built the
aluminum business. You'll have the opportunity
of working in our production plants
sales

...

.

offices . . research laboratories; and positions
are open in almost every section of the country.
Your work will be challenging and your
associates stimulating.
The whole fascinating story of careers with
Alcoa is told in this colorful new book. See your
Placement Director or send in the coupon below
for your copy of A Career /or You With Alcoa.

Tune in the ALCOA HOUR, television's finest
hourof live dramo,alternoteSunday evenings.

Write for your copy today!
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA

1825 Alcoa Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

1
1

I

Please send me a copy o f

A Career for You With

AJcoa.
Name
Address

[
I
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City and &ate_
College

Degree-Date

of Graduation-

TOMORROW: Use no hands! For in this magic warehouse, orders fill themselves in seconds-electronically;

Here's tomorrow's "look" in warehousing! Electronically, orders are
received, checked against inventory, assembled, packed,
wrapped, labeled, and whisked to shipping-untouched by
human hands!
When this futuristic "stock-chaser" takes shape, its intricate moving
parts will turn on New Departure ball bearings.. preferred throughout
industry for their accuracy, dependability, and service-free performance.
As every engineer knows, New Departure can be relied upon to look
to the future while serving dependably today.

.

NEW DEPARTURE

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

.

BRISTOL. CONNECTICUT

BALL BEARINGS
on New Departure "sealed and lubricatedfor-life" ball bearings to carry rugged loads'
without "downtime" or adjustments for wear.
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"What do you
need for a
successful engineerin career.0

Frank W. Fink, V.P., Chief Engineer

57

Your future is brighter a t Ryan because of this unique combination of advantages :
DIVERSIFICATION - Ryan is in all fields of aviation Airframe - Propulsion - Electronics. 80 percent of Ryan
engineering is challenging design work in J e t VTO Global Navigation - J e t Drones - Missile Guidance - New
Planes - Missiles - J e t Engine Metallurgy and Rocket
Combustion.

Jet Aircraft

SIZE - With 750 in the Engineering Division, Ryan is
big enough to be diversified -small enough to be closely
knit. You will get stimulating, broad experience - never
feel "lost in the shuffle."
STABILITY - In 33 years, Ryan has designed and produced 25 different aircraft, missiles, drones and pioneered
in jet propulsion - afterburning - CW Radar.

Jet Drone Missiles

GROWTH -Ryan Engineering Division has tripled in
three years. Ryan leads in J e t VTO -Automatic Navigation - other fast-growing fields.
CLIMATE -You will enjoy sunny, clear-sky San Diego
where living is unlimited - where the world's best climate
lets you swim, yacht, ski, golf, fly the year 'round. Where
beaches, mountains, parks are minutes away.

Electronics Systems

Ryan needs all types of Aeronautical and Electronics Engineers,
Designers, Analysts, Specialists. Invest in your future. Act now by
sending in the coupon below. All replies are strictly confidential.

ONAUTICAL

MPAN
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and a n bite( ture at the Pennsylvania State
[ rniversity.
William R. Burnv was recently appointed assistant manager ot Farm Bureau Life,
a section of the Farm Bureau Insurance
( ompanies of Michigan, Bill had previously been planning supervisor of National Life of Vermont. The Burns have
a son, 11, and a daughter, 9.
George Marvel Howe received his PhD
from d a r k University in Wo~cester,Massachusetts, last June.

1946
Edwin Pounder, MS '48, 4E '51, i s now
r hief of the aerodynamics department of
the Southern California Cooperative Wind
'runnel. Ted has been assistant chief of
the department since 1951 and a t the
present time is assistant director of the
10" tunnel at G4LCIT as well. He also
serves as vice president of the Caltech
Managemerit Club. The Pounders have
four children-Susan,
'I%, Bill. 6, Steven,
3, and Jeffrey, 2.
Ali Bulent (,'artbel, MS, received a full
professorship effective September 1 at
Northwestern University in Evanston,
Illinois.

1947
Walter J. Humming. MS '47, was re( ently
appointed as assistant director of
research of the A.ir Pollution Control District in Lo- 4ngcle-s.
Colonel Vorman C. 'ippold, VIS, is chief
of the research and target systems ditision under the Deputy (ommarider for
weapon systems at the Air Research and
Development Command in Baltimore,
Maryland. Norman has been in the service
since 1941 and formerly was stationed a t
Wright-Patter-ion Air Force Base in Ohio
as chief of the power plant laboratory.
'the Appolds are the parents of two
daughters, Karen Louise, 8, and Linda
Katherine, 6.
David A. Cooke, MS. welcomed hie
fourth child, ( atherine, last February.
, Pave is supervising engineer for the control development set tion of the Westinghouw Electric (.orporatinn in Kansas City.

1948
James E. Ash, MS, received an appointmerit last month as supervisor of the fluid
mechanics and fluid power section of the
4rmour Research Foundation of the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago.

to success as an

Jr.. MS, Phi) '52, who
i a cori~ultant in meteorology and aeronatitics won the world glider rharnpionship in the Scaling Olympic; held in
July at Saint-'Van, Frame. Paul gained
enough points to win the title hv placing
second in the 186-mile triangle event.

1949
M. Kent Wil'son. PhD. mas re<ently
elected professor of chemistry and chairman of the department at 1lifts University in Medford, Mac?. For the pact eight
years, he has been on the faculty of Harvard Uriiiersity.

h h C. Curter senior me<hariical estirnator in the California State Division of
Architecture, ic instruc ting the University
of Southern California's mechanical estimating course in the evening division this
fall.
4rthiir R. Mark's. MS. writes that "after
receiving the exalted rank of Pfc. I
parted company with the Department of
Defense on September 3, 1956." Art is
now at Yale University as a ~ s i ~ t a nprot
fessor of industrial administration.

Is,
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1 . AMBITION-it

is assumed you have this in
abundance or you wouldn't be where you are.

2. G O O D SCHOOLÃ‘yo are fortunate studying
in a fine school with engineering instructors of national
renown.

3. THE A.W. FABER-CASTELL HABIT-

1

1951.
fun! M a t ( reach

Dalid K . Hayward has worked for the
Texas ( ompany in various parts of Cali
fornia ever since he left Caltech. He's now
district petroleum engineer of the Los
4ngeles Basin District for the Texas Company in Long Beach. Dave, his wife.
Jeanne, and their two sons. Gary, 3, and
live in Whittier.
Erie,

3 BIG

STEPS

J i m has been with the Foundation since

shared
by successful engineers the world over. It only costs
a few pennies more to use CASTELL,world's finest
pencil, in 20 superb degrees, 8B to 10H. Choose from
either imported #9000 wood-encased, Locktite Refill
Holder with or without new Tel-A-Grade degree Indicator, and imported 9030 drawing Leads.

I f you hope to be a master in your profession, use
CASTELL,drawing pencil of the masters. If your
College store is out of CASTELL,write to us.

John K. Inmun received his PhD in
hio-chemistry from Harvard last June and
the following month became a father upon
the arrival of a daughter, Nancy Jeanne.
Fohn now has a position with the Michigan Department of Health-workingin
Vern A. Edwards reports the arrival of
a daughter, Ieanne, on July 27, 1956.
Vcrn's juat completed his fourth year
with Fibreboard Paper Products (formerly P s t x o Procliirt") and is now the
prof eas engineer of the Pahco Industrial
fnsulations Division in Emeqville, Galifornia. Working with Vern at the Emerytitle site is Robert Hallnngrr. '35. who
wa- recently made engineer manager of
the new fihreboard company

1951
Edwin 4. Matznn writes that he i~ '"dt
present working towards a Phi) in organic
chemistry a t Yale Univer-iity and suff~ring from the New Haven climate. I'm happily mqrried and the poqw-or of a large
at. Ludwig." Ed invite3 any former aqsociate w h o may read this to write to him.

Eli Botkin MS, ia now with the Hugtie.
Aircraft (.ompan> in Culver C i t y on the

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

George Lincoln asks:

What do
metallurgists
do in a
chemical
company?

GEORGE M. LINCOLN, JR., expects to receive his B.S. in metallurgical engineering from Lehigh University in 1957. George was
vice president of his junior class, is active in sports, and a participant in many other campus activities. He's starting his employment investigations early, for he feels that the selection of an
employer is one of the most important decisions in a man's career.

Char1ie Smith artswers:
CHARLES I. SMITH, JR., received his B.S. Ch.E.

from V.P.I. in 1943, served in the Navy as an
engineer officer, and joined Du Pont's Engineering Department in 1946. Since then, he has advanced steadily through a number of interesting
assignments a t various Du Pont plants. He was
recently promoted to manager of the Technical
Section of Du Pont's Pigments Department.

Metallurgists and Metallurgical Engineers
can find some of Charlie Smith's challenging
new problems described in "Engineers at
Du Pont." For a free copy of this booklet
write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wihirigton
98, Delaware.

"6- U.S. PAT.OFf

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

. ..THROUGH CHEMISTRY

WATCH "DU FONT CAVALCADE THEATER" ON TV
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They have an almost endless variety of interesting
problems to face, George. As a student of metallurgy,
you know that about two-thirds of all known chemical
elements are metals. Many of them are revealing valuable new applications, when highly purified on a commercial scale. Du Pont is greatly interested in several
metallic and semi-metallic elements.
My own experience a t Du Pont ranges from work
on titanium pigments, to metallic titanium production,
and to the ultra-pure silicon used in transistors. You
can appreciate some of our metallurgicalproblems when
I point out that impurities in transistor silicon have to
be below one part in 100 million. That's equivalent to
one pound of impurities distributed through a train of
ore cars twenty miles long!
Some of our metallurgists carry out fundamental
research on new metals, and, in the development stage,
they frequently operate pilot plants for producing them.
Other metallurgists study problems relating to engineering materials used in construction, carry out research on intergranular corrosion, or investigate fatigue
relationships encountered in dynamic, high-pressure
operations.
You'll find many challenging opportunities in every
phase of metallurgy at Du Pont, George.

Personals

...

CONTINUED

Technical staff. H e was formerly with the
Nfaval Ordnance Teat Station in Pasadena.
The Botkin- h a ~ etwo children-Dianne.
1. and Brad. 1.
Robert F. Connelly i a west coast reprei-entative for the organic chemistry division
of Emery Indu'stries, Inc. in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He's also secretary-treasurer of the
Los Angeles section of the American Society of Lubrication Engineers for the
year 1956.57. The Connellys expect to
round out their basketball team next
November-they've
given up the idea of
raieing a haqehall team,

in charge of the computer and automation
department of a French firm called RadioIndustrie. He'b also studying business administration a t the Chamber of Commerce
of Paris. Roland adds that anyone from
Caltech who want" information (busineaa
or pleawre) about Paris or need"- help
while there may contact him.

1952

W ilmer A. Jenkins 11, PhD. is research
chemist i n the pigments department of the
IIuPont ( ompany i n Wilmington. Delaware. The J e n k i w have two hoys, ages
3 and 1.
l i f t e d H . Stiirtctunt finished hi5 stint
in the Arm) i n September, 1955, and after
a term at Caltech, left last J a n u a ~ y for
Morococha. Peru, where he is anqiatant
geologist at the Cerro dc Pa-ico f orporatinn.

Paul D. Arthur. PhT). iecearch scientist
at the Marquardt Aircraft Company in
Van Nuya, welcomed hi'- finst child. David
John, la'-t May 11.
Randolph G . Moore writes that after
three years a- a iub~idizedathlete, court e q of the U. S. Navy. he's bark to his
chosen career as a profe-Monal student.
He -pent lant year aÂ the only junior in
the graduate college of the Ur~iversity of
Vrizona but hope" for an Mq in electrical
engirneering next spring.
Roland Diifour. MS. n rites from Paris
that h c s working in thf electronic fidd

1953
J . Morgan

Ogilrie resigned from the
IL S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in September. 1955, and i~ now in the 'ales
promotion department of the DuPont
( ompany in Wilmington. Delaware.

1954
(reorge 1'. Johnston. a third-year law
student at H a n a r d , ha' been appointed a

ndit's in southern c a l i f o r n i a

---

with

close-by mountains and ocean beaches
new, modern,air-conditioned

buildings

complete w i t h the f i n e s t equipment.

..

.,

a young a n d v i t a l e n g i n e e r i n g t e a m
designed,not just destined,to g r o w .
rn

*,

A e r o n a u t i c a l Division
CONTROLS

Mr. Controls

SANTA ANA
A N A H E I M

FREEWAY

AT

EUCLID AVENUE
C A L I F O R N I A

proctor in Hollis Hall, one of the freshman dormitories.
Donald L. Hook receited his MS in
geology last J u n e from the [Jniver-aity of
Vrirona. Dor1.e had a teachine fellowship
there for the past two y e a r and worked
in the name offire with Charles St. Clair.
"54, and Randy Moore, "52. Don s a l i he*$
now working a-i petroleum geologist for
the Continental Oil Companv.
Roland S. Miller, MS "55, i q serving
with U. S. Naval Con-itri~tinn Battalion
Nine at Subic Bay in the Philippine 14
lands.
Christian Dambrine, MS. a maritime
engineer. n a s married on June 7. 1956 to
Jacqueline Comhet in Paric.

1955
George E. Mudsen. qanitary engineer
reserve officer with the Washington headquarters of the Public Health Service of
the Department of Health. Education and
Welfare, was a - i p n e d in June to the
Arctic Health Research r e n t e r in Anchorage. Alaska.
Alain B r e t h e ~ , MS. i~ hark in France
currently training to become a reserve
officer in the French Air Force. He'c working on electronic equipment for jet planes
a t a N4'rO air hane i n eastern France.
Alfred M . Goidman. Jr.. MS '56, ha+
been in the U. S. \h Force since leading
Calterh. He's stationed i n the Air Defenqe
Systems aection at \'ir Reacarrh and I)eiclopment ( ommarid Heaclquarter~ in
Baltimore, Maryland. working with inter
peptor-type fighteis and their armament.

I.t. Gcorgt- 11. McDonald. f r . , MS '56,
stationed at Wright-Patterwn Air Force
Base in Ohio. was married to Janet Ainqworth on fune 2 in VIolirie, Illinoi's.
I.?. Ril hard F. W ehher wa. a-wigned in
June to Headquaiter-! \il Rc'search am1
De\elorrnent ( ommand i n Baltimore.
Maryland. Dick is assistant rhief of thf
Tec,hni(al Presentations brunch o f thc
Otk e of the Tec hr~icalSe<retariat.
&i/
I<. Bjornfrud. PhD. writes from
Norway that the day after Goni~nencement,
1955. he beciime the father of a '-on. The
whole faoily left in Oc totier tfcr the old
( onntry
and h a w sin( tl been enjoyinp
comc wonderful skiing. Egil ha'- a h o been
helping to build Yorna1'- h r ~ t power
reactor. Mtei touring Europe. he write'-,
the hole family %ill probably return to
the "siinny ~hori";' thiq fall.

1956
Rif hard A. Johri~on wa- married on
June 9 lo Kathleen NalIy of Mhambra,
(.alifornia. Dirk ie design engineer at the
~andhhrg-Serrell( orponition in Pasadena.
Garry L. Sfhott. PhD, is now a (liemi-t
at the Los U a r n o ~Scientific Laboratory i r ~
New Mexico.
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Speciolly-compounded coatings and housings enable IRC resistors to
withstand a higher degree of impact, shock and vibration than any
other resistors of their type.

actly how im

The skillful combination of protective coatings and resistive elements
assures superior moisture resistance and heat dissipation, as well as
protection from severe humidity or temperature conditions.

resistor insulations?

In a sense, a resistor is simply a mechanical device for packaging ohms. So it is easy to see
why the materials making up the mechanical package greatly determine resistor performance. In fact, insulation is so important that more than one-third of the 200 technicians at
IRC are engaged in developing custom-tailored insulating coatings and housings for IRC
resistors. That's why every I R C resistor is better protected from damage and ambient conditions than any other of its type. And at no extra cost.

"POWER OFF!" Test operations are directed from this central control room, where

special measuring instruments greatly speed up the collection of pump performance
data. That's one way Worthington products are made more reliable by using . .

.

are run on a Worthington centrifugal
refrigeration unit (lower left) now in service as one of the Arabian American Oil Company's central air conditioning units in
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.

COMPREHENSIVE TESTS

When you make pumping equipment that has to stand up and
deliver year after year anywhere in the world, you've got to be sure
it will perform as specified.
That's why we built one of the world's largest hydraulic test
stands at our plant in Harrison, New Jersey. Here, over a halfacre "lake," we can check the performance of anything from a
fractional horsepower unit to pumps handling over 100,000 gallons
a minute. When you realize there are thousands of sizes and types
of centrifugal pumps alone, you get an idea of the versatility we
had to build into our proving-ground.
Naturally, our new test equipment is a big help to our research
engineers, as well as our customers. Now they get performance
data on products quickly and accurately. Using it. we can save
months, even years, in developing new Worthington fluid and airhandling devices -equipment for which this company has been
famous for over a century. For the complete story of how you can
fit into the Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, Mgr.,
Personnel & Training. Worthington Corporation, Harrison. N. J.

See the Worthfngfon represent'afhe when he visits your campus
Sea the Worthington
Corporation exhibit In
New York City. A lively,
informative display of
product developments
for industry, business and
the home. Park Avenue
and 40th Street.

When you're thi

.

ink Worthington

-

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
ENGINES * DEAERATORS * INDUSTRIAL MIXERS
AIR C O N D I T I O N I N G A N D REFRIGERATION e COMPRESSORS
L I Q U I D METERS MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION * PUMPS STEAM CONDENSERS STEAM-JET EJECTORS * STEAM TURBINES WELDING POSITIONE

.

YEA

now at Douglas!
Take that ten year ahead look. There's a fine career
opportunity in the engineering field you like best waiting
for you at Douglas.
And what about the Douglas Aircraft Company? It's the
biggest, most successful, most stable unit in one of the fastest
growing industries in the world. It has giant military
contracts involving some of the most exciting projects ever
conceived.. yet its commercial business is greater than that of
any other aviation company.

.

Those x i t h degrees in mathematics, phy&i, and engineering are
needed to solve interesting problems o n direct analog computers
a
erentidl analyzers.
wiedge of o r experience in
dynamicb, stress analysis. servomechani.-m% heat flow and c i r c d t
analysis or non-linear mechanics
i s helpful.

The Douglas Company's
size and variety mean that you'll be in
the work you like best - side by side with the men who have
engineered the finest aircraft and missiles on the American scene
today. And you'll have every prospect that ten years from
now you'll be where you want to be career-wise, money-wise
and location-wise.
Brochures and employment applications are
available a t your college placement office
For further information about opportunities with Douglas in
Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long Beach, California divisions
and Tulsa, Oklahoma, write today to:

O U G L A S A I R C R A F T C O M P A N Y , IN
C. C . LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California
OCTOBER, 195
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ALUMNI FUND
Report of the 9th Year

- 1955 - 1956

N MARCH I, 1956, The Alumni Association estab-

0

lished its third full-tuition four-year scholarship
f o r undergraduates.
The Alurrini Fund goal of f o u r endowed scholarships
can be achieved this coming year.
Alumni contributed $29.000 this year. making a total
of $71.000 received toward" the four-scholarship objec
tive. A total of $90,000 is needed.
Earnings from this Fund will pay the full four-year
tuition f o r an outstanding high school graduate selected

to be a member of each new Freshman class starting at
'Fech. He wouldn't be a t Tech exrept f o r your help. Let's
finish our Fund goal this year. and get on with the nexi
joh.
'ndergrafhii'ite p o n t r i h ~ ~ t i o nasr c tabulated below. The
names of a l l contributorq to the Alumni Fund for 195556 are listed on thr followingpagw.
-William F. !\'ash. Jr.
-Robert H . Bungay
Oirrctnrs in r h n r g ~of the Alumni Fund 1^35-56

NINTH YEAR-1 955-56
(As of June 30,1956)
Alumni Who Took Undergraduate Work at C.I.T.
NUMBER
CLASS

Prior 1915
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1931
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1913
1943
1
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

-

TOTAT

AMOUNT

GIVING

AVERAGE
GIFT
---

$

8.57
3 1.OO
6.67
17.50
74.50
100.00
109.14
104.45
114.35
34.88
56.92
30.00
70.59
12.71
15.15
17.69
30.25
20.12
62.44
19.47
17.73
19.42
52.15
13.93
15.15
10.34
12.04
20.77
9.76
11.92
12.42
10.93
11.52
9.68
8.56
7.74
10.86
8.40
7.09
11.78
6.58
5.95

$ 20.92

NUMBER
--

ELIGIBLE

PERCENT O f
ELIGIBLE GIVING

-. - -

-

-

29.2
62.5
42.9
28.6
23.3
33.3
26.9
32.4
39.0
25.0
17.8
29.5
17.,3
31.5
28.8
3.7
25.7
25.8
24.7
18.5
29.1
23.6
25.7
18.9
26.4
25.9
29.3
27.3
31.5
31.7
25.1
22.1
14.1
23.6
.34.2
32.2
21.6
26.4
23.0
22.2
18.3
15.1

-

25.6
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LUMNI FUND, 1955-1956
1896
Hayne;, D. M.
1906
6 antelbury, H. H.
191 1
Ward, R. V.
1912
Humphrey, N. E.
1913
Koch, L. J., Jr.
1914
Lavagnino, E.
Morse, V. F.
1915
Andrews, R. I).
Burt. E. A.
Holmes, W. M.
Halt, H. B.
Wilrox, f. H.
1916
Chamberlain, B.
DuMond. J. W. M.
Rich, K. W.
1917
Kensey, A.
Richards, R. T.
1918
Dowd, M. J.
Hainsworth, W. R.*
Heywood, 0. B.
Hoge, E. R.
Karge, F. W.
Shade, N. R.
Smith, A. A.
1919
La Vene, 1.. C.,
1920
Barton, P. 1).
Croi.by, 1'. h.
Ehrenfeld, I).*
Houns,ell, E. V .
Hounisdl, T. L.
Sawyer, M. A.
Smith, R. 1 .
Woodbury. R. E.
1921
Caise, H. R.
Catlin, A., Jr.
Champion, E. I,.
Hon~aker,H. H
Malaby, 2. T., J I .
Mintie, E. H.
Mullin, W. B.
Raymond, A. I,.
Scribner, H. I.
Simpson, t.'. F.
Stena-I, R . W.
1922
Ame-i, P. R
Biddle, (.'. 1.
Bridgeiord, F. R.
Clever, G . H.
Darnell, 11. W.
Erb. L. H.
Esfcick, B.,
Fleming, 1. J.
Hall, A. D.
Hathaway, E. A.
Henny, G . C.*
Honsaker, J., Jr.
Hopper, F. L.
Jasper, W.

*

graduate degree only
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Keith, C. R.
Knight, A. W.
Kohtz, R. H.
Marsh, H. N.
Smith, C. K.
Vesper H. G.
Whistler, A. M.
Wilson, W. F.
1923
Baiei, W. E.
Bangham, W. I*.
Barnett, H. A.
Blakelev. 1,. E.
Fouler. Id. 1).
Gilheit, W. E.
1,ewi.-, H. B.
Lougliridge. 1). H.
North, J. R.
S honborn, R. J.
South, I>. i;.
Stron1.'-oe. 1). A.
Andeisoii, K. B.
lark, R. S.
(;an+, E. H.
Goodhue. H. W.

(

Jenkins, G. V.
Kdlirhevsky, V. A.
Ldyt011, E. N.
Loaey. '1.. G.
Maltby. ( . W.
Waken~an,(.. M.
WiLon, E. A.
Will~fdideli, H. M.
1925
Aldeinian, R. E.
Atherton, '1.. L.
Burmistei, 1,. A.
Clayton, F. C. A.
Dalton. R. H.
Ferkel, A. J.
Freeman, H. R.
Fulwidei, R. W.
Hart, E. W.
Heilhron, C. 13.. Jr.
Henderson, L. P.
He1 tenatein, W .
Jones, H. J.
Miller, L. M.
Pauling, I,. C,-r
Prentil e, L. B.
Rivinius, P. C.
Salsbury. M. EL
Sc hlegel. G . M.
Sellers, W. 1).
Sirniteon, T. 1'.
.SpurIiri, (1. D.
Stanton. R. J.
Stcttait, E. D.
1926
Andeison, 4. B.
Bakei, J. f-'.
Ball, A. M.
Dinamore, 1). G .
Edwards,, M. W.
Fahi., J. 1..
Friduf, .f. B.>
Graham, C.
Hasting;-, J. W.
Kiech, (:.
Kinkey, J. E.
Ki~heby,E.
Kosfciakoff, A.
Pompeo, D. J.
Srhott, H. F.
S e n urier, M.

Van den Akker, J. A.
Wisegarver, B. B.
Wulf, 0. R.*
1927
Aultman, W. W.
Bailly, F. H.
Baldwin, M. A.
Baxter, E. 11.
Blankenburg, R. C .
Bower. M. M.
( apon, A. E,
(,ase, J. G.
Oreveling, R.
Farrar, H. K.
Gardner, 11. Z.,Jr.
Cottier, T. L.
Heilbron, R. F.
Hoovei, V. A.
J aeger, V. P.
Loxley, B. R.
Mendenhall, H. E.*
Moore, G. E.
Moore, R. M.
Peterson, H. F.
Peterson, 1.3.
Ralston, 1.. W.
Reynolds, K. W.
Srhultz, M. N.
Southwick, T. S.
~ t d l l t ~ lW.
l , Id.
Stark?, H. R.
Vaile, K. B., Jr.
Warner, A . H.*
Watson, R. M.

1928
Ainistiong, R. C.
Beckman, A. 0.*
Biddle, S. B., Jr.
('oulter. R. 1.
( r o ~ h e i ,K. K.
Evans, R. I).
Gewertz, M. W.
Jdcobf, W. M.
Joujon-Rothe, J. E.
Kaneko, G. S.
I.as11, C . C'.
Lindvall, F. C.'
Lombaid, A. E.. Jr.
McFaddin, 1). E.
Millikan. C. B.*
Nii-hols. I). S.
Noel, F.
lienz, t . "
:F
Seuhler, E. E.
Shaffe~,C. C.
Tuttle. E. E.
1929
Atwater, E.
Baker, B.
Birge, K. R.
d a r k , 1). S.
Cline, F. R .
Corbin, H. A.
Cravitz, P.
~Iunhdin,J. W.
Evan$. T. H.
Exlev, S. 1 .
Findlay, W. A .
Frendendall, B. F.
Grime;;, W. B.
Haeff. A. V *

Keeling, H. J.
Kingman, K. E.
Milliken, D. B.
Myers, A. E.

M e s , J. A.
Raitt, R. W.
Reed, H. 1
Robert;. B.
Ru~nmelsl~urg,
A.
Weismann, G. F.
Wheeler, F. A.

.

1930
Alderman, F. E.
Atkinson. R B:
Barnes, D. P.*
Bechtold, I. (..
Blohm, C . 1..
Bode, F. D.
Bungay, R. Ii.
Butler, A.
( .irbei~y,1). E.
J T ~ ~ O I I (. . F.
Udrk, J. 1).
(didwford, F. c.
G1ehler. ( .
Hopper, R. E.
Johnson. J. J .
Johnston, N.*
Joiie~.H. R. E.
Kinney, E. E.*
Lebine. E.
Myeis, H. i;.
Pleabants, J. G.*
Pr~trht.tt,J. 1).
Koss. G. A.
Sawyei, H. G .
Sheffet, I).
btirton, R. 1.
'rhdyer, E. M.
Toiler. J. W.
Wilkinson. W . 1).
Z l ~ l ~ eS.
l,
1931
Arndt. W. F.
Arnold, W . 4.
Belles, L. w.
Boothe, P. M.
Cogen. W. M.
Detweiler, J . S.
Eastman, S. C.
Gerbchler, J . M.
Green, E. F.
Gregory, C. H.
Hill. E. S.*
Hoch, W. C.
Kinney, E. S.
Kircher, (.. E., Jr.
Knykeiidall, i':. E.
l.angsner, G .
I,ehnian, R. M.
Lewis, C . E.
M(Millan. J. I{.
0ve'-hage. C. F. J.
Peer, E. 5.
Peterison, I<. A.
Pratt, L. 1).
Sinnette, J. T., Jr.
Trofctel, E. G.
Widess, R.
Wiln~ot.C. A.
1932
Aiiier~ch,P. F.
Bai ton, M. V.
Bowden, F. W.
Bowler. G.E.
~radhu'rn,J. R.
Foss, R. E.
Freeman, R. B.
Graff. D. B.
Harsh, C. M.
Hibbs, F. J.. Jr.
Hodge, M. S.

Kent, W. L.
Leernlakers, .I. A."
Lyons,, P. B.
Mdtlss, R.
Parsons, P. G.
Pruden, W. F.
Roach, H.
Schuhdrt, M.A.
Sheffet, J.
Shocklev. W.
Shull, (;. 0.
St. Clair, R. W.
White. M. P.
Wilson, t . E.

1933
Barlow, W. H.
Barton, R. C.*
Berkley, G. M.
Clifford, A. H.*
Edwardis, E. C.*
Hayes, E. A.
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ENGINEERING AND

he rifle barrel steel that makes hunting more fun
A .30/06 rifle can get heavzer toward nightfall!
That's why a pron~inentgunsmith never gave up
looking for a new steel-one that would be lighter?
would machine readily, and yet would take the
enormous firing stresses of even heavier calibers.

Steels normally used for lightweight barrels gave
all kinds of trouble to the gunsmith: distortion,
poor finish, high tool costs, trouble with drilling,
reaming, rifling. They t o ~ this
k problem to Timken
Company nietallurgists-and g o t t h e perfect
solution.

ant to learn more about stee1
Some of the engineering problems
you'~1face after gradwition will involve steel. "The Story of Timken
Alloy Steel Quality" will help you
learn more about steel. And you
might be interested, too, in the

excellent job opportunities described in "Career Opportunities
at the Timken Compmy". Drop us
a card7 ask for one or both booklets. T h e 'I'imken Roller Bearing
Company, Canton 6, Ohio.

0
TRADE MARK REG U 5 PAX OFF

I N FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING

Inco Nickel Progress Report

How Inco's more-fiom-the-ore
research program is expanding
North America's natural resources

Once the iron in Nickel-containing
pyrrhotite went to slag heaps.

Now this high-grade iron ore-product of Inco research-goes to
steel mills. Here you see it being fed into open hearth furnaces.

Now Inco saves iron in Nickel ore from the slag heap
ALSO RECOVERS NICKEL

There's iron in Nickel ore.

But for years, this iron was of
no commercial value. No one could
find a way to recover it.
Recently, a f t e r years of research, International Nickel pioneered a new extraction process.
Saves the ironNickel is recoveredl too!

This new Inco process not only
recovers iron ore from pyrrhotite
economically; i t is the highest
grade iron ore (68% iron) now
produced i n quantity in North
America. It also recovers the
Nickel in the ore.
For its pioneering new process#

International Nickel has built a
$19,000,000 recovery plant. Modern and streamlined, this plant is
only the first unit of the new Inco
Iron Ore operation. I t is expected
to add hundreds of thousands of
tons a year t o this continent's
high-grade iron resources.
More from the ore

That's one of the prime objectives of International Nickel's expansion program. As in thecase of

iron ore, this has enabled Inco to
expand the free world's natural
resources. Today, International
Nickel gets fourteen different elements from its Nickel ores.

. . .

''Mining For Nickel "
Incofs new ~ L I I I - c o ~sound
o~,
film!
16mm prints loaned to engineering
classes and student technical societies. The International Nickel Co.?
Inc., Dept. 127e? New York 5, N. X
@ l s S l i B T . I . V . Co., I m .

International Nickd
Producers o f Znco Nickel, Nickel Allous, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore,
Metals
Tell~~rium,
Selenium and Platinum, Palladi~4mand Other I1recio~t.s
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Let Calmsc Manufacturing Company
Worry About
Your Metal Parts and Products
We have the most modern facilities and most
complete plant to give you the maximum of
servicef whether it is a small partf a large part,
or a product from your ideas to the shipped article
direct to your customers, under your name, from
our plant.

ALMEC MANUFACTURING C o r n
Robert A, McIntyre, M.S. '38
KImbalI 6204
Los AngeIes 2z9 Calif.
5825 District BIvd.
ENGINEERING A N D SCIENCE

A T O M I C POWER-Allis-Chalmers model of Argonne National Laboratory's experimental boiling water reactor power plant. Allis-Chalmers is supplying specialized
equipment for the power cycle generation, heat transfer, transmission, conirolsm

with the company
that's strong in all three!
Hitch your future in engineering to the growth of the U. S. A.and to a company that supplies the basic needs of growth!
This nation is growing a t the rate of 50,000 people every
week! To supply the needs of these people:
Electric power generation will double by 1965.
A multi-billion dollar program of new highway construction
i s planned within the next ten years.
Manufacturing output will have to increase by $3.5 billion bg
this time next year.

-

-

of cement produced with Allis-Chalmers rotary
kilns and other processing machinery.

And Allis-Chalmers builds major equipment for a11 of these
growth industries! Some examples are pictured here.
Heregswhat Allis-Chaimers offers to Young Engineers:

A graduate training course that has been a mode1 for industry
since 1904. You have access to many fields of engineering:
electric power* hydraulicsyatomic energy* ore processing.
There are many kinds of work to try: design engineering,
applicationy research, manufacturing, sales. Over 90 training
stations are available, with expert guidance when you want it.
Your future is as big as your ability can make it.
Or, if you have decided your field of interest and are well
qualified* opportunities exist for direct assignments on our
engineering staff.
In any case-learn more about Allis-Chalmers. Ask the A-C
manager in your territory, or write direct to Allis-Chalmers,
Graduate Training Section, Milwaukee l9 Wisconsin.

MANUFACTURING depends upon the reliable power of electric motors-like these 5000
hp Allis-Chalmers giants powering a rolling mill.
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W.

Rosiclcy, F. G.%
Ryder. D. D.
Saltman. P. f).
Satre. L. H.
Schneider, F. ( .
Shelton. F. H.
Shihata. H. H.Sirnons. W. H.
Six. G. D.
Smith, W. W., I t .
Stewart. R. 44.. fr.
Siindsmo, A.
Ferriere. R. T.
Terwilliger, Is.. \I.
Vaughan, P. 4 . %
Vogel. M. C.
Vreeland, T.. J r .
Walquint, R. I,.

-

llf>grc(-to n h

BOOKS* Technical & Otherwise
0

Whether you read i n a specialized

field. or whether vour literary range
i s boundless you'rr most likely to find
the book y o u seek at VROMAN'S.
(Try VROM4VS, too. for desk
mpplies and ~ u a l i t ygift ideas.)

RYAN I6669

'

ALLEN MACHINE & TOOL CO.
Designers and Builders of Special Machinery and Tools
Also General Machine Work

13409 S. ASameda Street
Compton, Calif oinia
Phones: NEvada 6-1219 - NEwmark 5-8141

Q^indon
L A B 0RATORY

PHOTO

CHEMICALS
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MacKenzie, I). B,
Markoff, D.
Marks, C.
Meghreblian, R. V/
Mosich, J. T.
Pastan, H. L.<
Pinciotto, R A .
Pinckard, .I. H.*
Proud, W. H.
Quandt, R. I..
Rains, D. A.
Reinceck, H. E.
Riesenfeld. W. B.
Robertson, G. H.'i
Ross, M.N.
Rutherford. J. B."
Schroeder. 1). C.
Schnyler, A. H.. Jr.
Solomon, G.E.'
Spencer, E.
Stillman, D. W.
Stone. R. J.

Elder, J. K.
Fee, J. R.
J. V. Hallstrnm
Hermann"
Homrwood, K. H *
Hooper, F. I .
Ibers, J, A.
Ito, H.
Jaskowsky, W. F.John~ton,J. R.
Joyner, T. B.
Karnei, H.
Kendrick, J. B.Kinkel, J. F.
LeMay, D. B.
Madden, R. W.
Martin. H. F.
Merkel, G.
Merritt, R. G."
Mickey. I?. E.*

r.

strau;s, B. S.Weeks, I,. W.
Wikholm, W. 4.
Wilmarth. W. W.*
Worrell, k.A.
Wright, R. B.
Zwick, S. A.

Ptiigen. K.'
Pardee, R. S .
Paulson. C. T.
Pfeiffer. W. F.
Plapp, .J.E."
Ragon, R. B.
Rathie, D. S.
Sawyer, G. IVT.
Schmid. D. W.
Sharp, R. S.
Staples, 11.'
Steese, C. M.. f r .
Sutcliffe, H
Walp. R. M.
Wylly \.*

1951
Adier. R. G.
Ahlers, R. IT.'
Baily, F. G .
Bible, R. E.
Bieler B. H.
~ l a n c h a r d ,D. M.
Boblett, E. V.
Bookee, J. R.
Boyer, R. G.
Brown, E. A,, Jr.*
Bunker, R. S.
Butler, T. J.
Caldwell. R 'I.
( arter .r. M.'
Capers. S. D.
d a r k , B. H.
( Idand, G. H.'"

Bettman, M.
Blair, R.
Butler, S. E.
Callaghan. VI.
Cook, S. P.
Gram, E. R. '
Cuff, L.
Davis, R. S.
Dickinson, R. R.
Ghanri, W. K .
Greene. M.
Groner, S.
Hanna, I). I,.
Holm, R. .I.*
Howell, J. L.
Irwin. W. W.
I-sraelsen, B. P.
Johnson, H. E."
Karasawa, R. Y .
Kelly, P. M:
Larson, C. V.
Lee, D. A.
Love, D. R.*
Perpall. R. (..
Phillip-, R. M.
Preston, H. (,.
Quon. P.*
Rogers, J. J . W.
Russell, T. I,.
S( hlipf, L. H.*
Serdengecti, S.*
Snider, A.
Staten, W. [I.*
Stegall, G. E.*
Thayer, P. S.'
Von Herzen, R.
Webher, W.
Wise, W. L.
Y-T Wn. T."
Anderson, (.. A., Jr.,
Asakawa, 'I.
Atkinson, J. H.. h.'
Beale, W. T.'
Benjamin, C. E.
Boroughs, H. J.*
Cantrt-11, C . R., J I .
Carpenter, H. J.-

Seeker. J. I,.*

DAMES & MOORE
William W. Moore '33

Soil Mechanics Investigations

(ieneral Offices: 816 West Fifth Street, Los Angeles 17
Regional Offices: Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, Salt Lake City, Chicago, New York, Atlanta, London

OLNEY BROTHERS
RUG AND FURNITURE CLEANING
ORIENTAL RUG EXPERTS
312 N. Foothill Blvd.

Pasadena 8. Calif.
Sycamore 3-0734

Abbott, J. L.
Anderaon. W. F.'"
Anson. F. (
Autrey. S. W.
Boyd, G . D.
Cameron, S. A .
Cauehey, T. K.*
('hamherlain, S. r.. lr.'
Concus, P.
Crosby, J. <...
Croswhite, H. L.
Dikkers, R. D."

.

1953

1952

Tient R. name* '33

Cosand, N. H.
Curran. D. ('.M
Daw, E. H.
Delcamp, .I. N.
Eager, W. J.
Gardner. W. D
Gartner, 0.
Gee, J. 1).
Haire, A. M.
Haskell, R. A."
Hendrickson, J. A.
Hunt, H. R.*
Ireland, R. 0.
Jenkins, W. 4., 11"
King, K. R.
McCormick, W. R.
Mager, A.*
Marshall, D.
Moore, G. H.
Nicholson, K. F.
Ogawa, H.
Ogilvie, J. M.
Rambow. C . A.
Ross, G . H.
Shear, H.
Spencer, R. L.
Stevens, D. F.
Stockebrand, T. ( .
Stofel, E. J.
Sutton, G. W.*
Taylor. T. T.'
Walker, J. 1).
Walk ave, I,."
Warmanen. L. A.'
Willens. R. H.

Dryden, F. D.
Dunn, C., I11
Esdund, I,. (;.*
Evleth, E. M.. Jr.
Gauss, E. J.
Gillespie, F. E.*
Johnson, 11. E.
Kennedy, M.'
Kidder, J. N.
Lynam, R. Vi.
Miller, P. 11.
Mitchell. I. (..
Murray. J. J.. Jr.*
Peyton, J. J.
Potter, D. 13.+
Richards. I>. W.
Rowlev. .I. K."

Ames, J. E.
Barrios, A. 4.
Biggers. W. 11.
Ceetari, V. M.
Cochran, R. R.
Dewiest. R. L M.'
Furshpan, E. 1.'
Graetch, J. E.
Howard, W. M.*
Jali. R. M.
lames, G. T., ST.*
Johnson, C. W.
Lewis, J. P.
Lindley, W. B.
Lombard;, 0. W.
Manatt, S. Id.
Mandell, J. I).'
Menetrey, W. R.
Miles, R. F., ,Ir.
Parkill. S. F.
~ a ~ s a R.
c ; V.Shumate, P.
St. Clair, (;. S.
Stuart. J. I*."
Teagup, A. I .
Welch, D. E.
Wilson, D. +I.*
H-'I' Yang*

SMITH-EMERY COMPANY
since 1910
Chemists-Engineers
Chemical and P l ~ ~ s i ( Testing
al
Laboratories
781 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 21, California
Member American Council of Commercial Laboratories

Alumni and Undergraduates

HOMECOMING DANCE
Saturday Evening, October 13
Scott Brown Gymnasium

OF PASADENA
4 5 5 â‚ DORADO, PASADENA 5, CALIFORNIA
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ehind Man's Conquest of the Skies
a Master's Touch in Oil

Â ¥

"Flying Saucer9'-experimental military craft today
-forerunner of your cloud car of tomorrow

All have one thing in c o m m o n - s o r o ~ ~MOBII 'S
master touch in lubrication.

First flight in a heavier-than-air machine-the
Wright brothers at Kitty Hawk

Good reason! When firsts are in the making-when
records are at stake-when schedules must be met
-the leaders in aviation look to SOFONY MOBIL.

.. .

.. .

~i~~~plane over the iqorth pole, first plane over the
South Pole-Admiral Byrd's .
First 'round-the-world flight-U. S . Army . .

. .

.

Lindbergh's solo flight, nonstopNew York toParis ...
Coast-to-coast propeller plane speed record

.

*

*

*

Wherever there's progress in motion-in your car,
your plane, your farm, your factory, your boat, your
home-you, loo, can look to the leaderfor lubrication.

'

LEADER IN LUBRICATION FOR NEARLY A CENTURY
Affiliates: General Petroleum Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company,
Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd., Mobil Overseas Oil Company and Mobil Producing Company

OCTOBER, 1956
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outstanding desi

I

Mars Pencils
Sponsors
Tomorrow's Designs
MARSOUTSTANDING
DESIGNSERIESfeatured in the current advertising of
J. S. Staedtler, Inc.-has attracted widespread attention among the users of fine
drafting pencils. It has fulfilled our expectation that the men who appreciate
the finest working tools are those with a
lively creative interest in new designs,
new projects, new ideas.
Concerned with unusual projectsdesigns of the future-Mars Outstanding
Design Series provides a "showcase" for
originality, for interesting work of engineers, architects, and students which SO
often lies buried. To stimulate you to
send in your designs, Mars Pencils

will pay you

birth of a satellite
Most new ideas, like this inhabited satellite, start
out as drawings on a sheet of paper. Here artist Russell
Lehniann shows the first step in building the space
station proposed by Darrell C. Romick, aerophysics
engineer at Goodyear Aircraft.
Two ferry ships, one stripped of rocket units, are
joined end to end. As others are added, this long tube
forms temporary living quarters for crews. Eventually,
outer shell will be built around core, making completed station 3,000 feet long, 1,500 feet in diameter.
No one can be sure which of today's bright ideas
will become reality tomorrow. But it is certain that
in the futuie, as today, it will be important to use
the best of tools when pencil and paper translate a
dream into a project. And then, as now, there will be
no finer tool than Mars - from sketch to working
drawing.
Mars h ~ slong been the standard of professionals. T o the famous line of Mars-T'echnico pushbutton holders and leads, Mars-Lumograph pencils,
and Tradition-Aquarell painting pencils, have recently been added these new products: the Mars
Pockct-Tcchnico for field use; the efficient Mars lead
sharpener and "Draftsman's" Pencil Sharpener with
the adjustable point-length feature; and - last but
not least - the Mars-Lumochrom, the new colored
drafting pencil which offers revolutionary drafting
advantages. The fact that it blueprints perfectly is
just one of its many important features.

The 2886 Mars-lumograph drawing pencil. 19
degrees, EXEXB to 9H The 1001 Mars-Technico
push-button lead holder. 1904 Mars-luinogroph
Imported leads, 18 degrees, EX0 to 9H. Morslumochrom colored drofling pencil, 24 colors.

TAEDTLERJNC.
HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY

at all good engineedng and drawing material suppliers
82

$100

for any design accepted. This $100 is
paid you simply for the right to reproduce your project in the Mars Outstanding Design Series. There are no strings
attached. You will be given full credit.
(See ad on this page-one of the ads
in the current series.) All future rights
to the design remain with you. You can
reproduce it later wherever you like and
sell or dispose of it as you wish.
The subject can be almost anything
-aviation, space travel, autos, trains,
buildings, engineering structures, household items, tools, machines, business
equipment, etc. It should be a project
that appeals to design-minded readers,
be of broad interest, and be attractively
presented. Do not submit a design that
has been executed. As a matter of fact,
the project does not need to have been
planned for actual execution. It should,
however, be something that is either
feasible at present or a logical extension
of current trends. It cannot be unrealistic
or involve purely hypothetical alterations of natural laws.
There is no deadline for entries but
the sooner you send yours in, the greater
the probability of its use as one of the
subjects in the 1957 Mars Outstanding
Design Series.

-ForIt Mars
Is Simple To Submit a Design Outstanding Design Series
Just mail in an inexpensive photostat or
photocopy of the subject-one you can
spare, since it cannot be returned.
If your entry is accepted, we will ask
you to send in a sharp photo raph of
the design, or the design itself, so that
we can make a sharp photograph suitable for reproduction - after which it
will be returned to you promptly.
Send your entry to:

STAEDTLER.
INC.

J.S. -

OICAROLIS COURT, HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION-CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Pasadena, California
BALANCE SHEET-As of June 30. 1956
ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Postdge Deposit
111\ estmenta :
Share in Consolidated Poiifolio of C.I.T.
6-30-56 I'rioi to current year cdpital gain
$38,246.86
Share in Salines At-cornit
12.013.74
-Total I m ertme~it
50.261.60
Furniture & Fixtures ( a t iio~riindlamount)
1.00
Total Asbets
$50,702.88

ALUMNI EVENTS
October 1 3

Homecoming Game and
Dance

November 8

Fall Dinner Meeting

January 1 7

Winter Dinner Meeting

February 9

Dinner-Dance

April 6

Alumni Seminor

June 5

Annual Meeting

June 29

Annual Picnic

CALTECH
ATHLETIC SCHEDULE
VARSITY FOOTBALL
October 6Redlonds ot Caltech (Rose Bowl)
October 13Poinono-Ctoremont at Coltech
(Rose Bowl)
October 20Caltfcch at Borstow Marines
October 27Caltech at Whittier
November 3Col Poly (SD) at Coltech
November
Caltech
November
Caltech

9at Occidental

17at Lo Verne

FROSH FOOTBALL
October 13Whittier of Coltech
October 20Occidentol at Caltech
October 27Coltech at Pomona-Claremont
November 3N o Game
November 10Coltech at Redlands

FRIDAY EVENING
DEMONSTRATION LECTURES
Lecture Hall, 201 Bridge, 7 : 3 0 P.M.
October 19Element Synthesis in the StarsDr. William A Fowler

LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
1956-57 Membership Dues paid in advance
Total Liabilities
RESERVES
Life Membership Reserves :
Fully paid life memberships
Payments on life memberships under
the installment plan
Total Reaervea
SURPLUS
Surplus June 30, 1956
Provisions for Directory June 30. 1956
Total Surplus
Total Liabilities, Life Membership
Reserve. and Surplus

$

275.62
6.284.00
-- --

$ 6,559.62

$36,700.00
-0$36,700.00
$ 5,645.84
- 1.797.42
--

-

$ 7,443.26

---

$50,702.88

STATEMENT OF INCOME-For the Year Ended June 30, 1956
INCOME

Duen
Less : Subscriptions to Engineering and Science
Monthly for Association Members
h e t Income from Due5
Income fiom Consolidated Portfolio of C.I.T.
Investment Income and Interest Income
Program and Social Functions :
Income
Expense
Annual Seminar :
Income
Expense
Sundry Income
h e t Receipts
EXPENSES
Administration :
Directors" Expenses
Postage
Printing & Supplies
Total Admir~istrdtion
Alumni Membership Solicitation
Fund Solicitation
Publications Committee
Total Expense
h e t 111mme
Less: Dh ectory Appropriation
h e t Income to Surplus

AUDITOR'S REPORT
Alumni Association-Caluornia In.-iitute of Ts-chnologl
Pasad-na Californu-i
I t i u ~ =examined th- Balance S h ~ e tof the Ahimni As~ociution Caliiornia Institute of Technolog< a s of June 30 1956 and th^- relaied Statemern of Income for the year then ended M y
examination //as mad- in a c c o ~ d a n c~~ i t hgenerally accepted auditing s t a n d a r d s a n d accoidin213 i n c l ~ d e dsuch t.?st: of the ~ c c c u n l i r ~records
q
and siuch other auditing procedures a a I
considered n e c e - s r . ? in the circumsiances
In my opinion the accompanying Balance Sheet a n d Sta-'=ment of Intoms present iairl- th
Lnanc.al position ot th- Alumni Asscciation California Institute of Technology a t June- 30 1956,
a n d th- results o: its o p e r d i o n s for the / e a r then ended in conformii~ with generally acc-pt=d
accounting principles applied on a ha-s ccnsitetent with that of the p r x - d i n g year
S.pterob-i 5 1956
DALE J SIEPHENS Public Accountant, South Paeadena
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Photography moved in, and.. .

Out went the Doubts about Payroll Arithmetic
With some 2000 counters on their looms, the Fulton Bag and Cotton Mills faced the task of fast and accurate readings. Camera and film do the job in a fraction of former time and provide a conclusive record.
A t Fulton Bag and Cotton Mills, employees are paid
according to hand and pick "clocks" on their looms. It used
to take 24 man-hours daily to read those meters. And there
was always the chance of human error that could not be
confirmed or denied at a later date.
So photography was put to work. Now the click of a
camera shutter gets an accurate permanent record. No
more doubts-no room for suspicion-everyone is happier.
And "reading time" has dropped two-thirds. What's more,
this has given Fulton a daily loom-by-loom check on the
efficiency of its machines.
A motion picture cainei.i, adapted tor single shots with
Building employee morale, checking efficiency, saving
"~trobc"flash, ws,
thoukaiidi, of readmgs on a roll of film.
time and money are just samples of what photography is
doing for business and industry.
Behind the many photographic products becoming
If you are interested in these i
increasingly valuable today and those planned for
ties-whether you are a recen
tomorrow lie challenging opportunities at Kodak
in research, design, production, and business.

ficd returning serviceman, wri
Technical Personnel Dept.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

WITH G E N E R A L ELECTRIC'S H O N O R S P R O G R A M -

e

Study at a recognized
university

o

Obtain Masters Degree in 18
months

e

G.E. pays tuition, fees, and
books

e

Work 20 to 26 hours per
week.

e

Earn up to 75% of full-time
salary

T o help outstanding engineers and
scientists improve their technical competence in the face of industry's increasingly complex engineering problems, the General Electric Company has
inaugurated a new Honors Program for
Graduate Study. The Honors Program
offers high calibre technical graduates
the opportunity to complete the requirements for a Master's Degree in one
and one-half years while working parttime on a G-E engineering assignment.
Here is what the program means t o
you, the technical graduate. If you
qualify, you will attend one of several
recognized universities located near
General Electric plants throughout the
nation. Carrying approximately onehalf an academic load and doing your
thesis work during the summer, you

could obtain your Master's Degree in 18
months. General Electric pays for
tuition, fees, books and other expenses
related to your studies.
During the school term you will
work 20 to 26 hours a week on a rewarding engineering assignment. Since your
earnings are proportional to hours
worked, you can attain up to 75% of a
regular annual wage through full-time
employment during summer vacations.
You are also eligible for all employee
benefits.
For more information on General
Electric's Honors Program, which has
been designed to help outstanding men
develop to their fullest capabilities,
consult your Placement Director or
write W. S. Hill, Engineering Services,
GeneralElectric Co., Schenectady, N . Y .
'>%-10

benefits

